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Abstract  

High-altitude mountaineers - just as freedivers - are exposed to hypoxia. 

During freediving, the diving response leads to reduced oxygen 

consumption, and splenic contraction increases circulating hemoglobin 

concentration (Hb), which enhances freediving performance. It is unknown 

whether these responses relate with altitude-induced responses and what role 

the spleen has at high-altitude. My thesis aimed to explore whether 

associations exist between these apnea-induced responses and tolerance to 

high-altitude. In five studies, I investigated the diving response and splenic 

contraction during apnea in a range of groups, including recreational 

trekkers, elite climbers, indigenous Sherpa (living high and living low) and 

endurance athletes, at low-altitude and at high-altitude. My primary finding 

was striking: the diving response and splenic size were associated with 

tolerance to high-altitude; lowlanders with a strong diving response and large 

spleen showed less symptoms of acute mountain sickness at high-altitude. I 

also found that groups often exposed to high-altitude have larger spleens 

compared with groups who reside at sea-level. Interestingly, the Sherpa living 

high had larger spleens compared with Sherpa living low. Another important 

finding was that the spleen is reduced in size by ~14% per 1000 m of ascent in 

lowlanders, which was associated with enhanced baseline Hb. I also found 

that endurance athletes, who are dependent on efficient oxygen delivery, have 

larger spleens compared with untrained individuals. I conclude, that a strong 

diving response and a large spleen may be characteristics of high-altitude 

tolerant lowlanders, and could possibly be used to predict high-altitude 

sensitivity. Studies 1-4 suggest that a large spleen is a favourable trait in 

several groups to tolerate high-altitude hypoxia, likely by its ability to 

regulate circulating Hb. Sherpa had larger spleens compared with 

lowlanders, indicating that genetic factors influence splenic size, while the 

finding that Sherpa living high had larger spleens than Sherpa living low 

indicate that splenic size also is influenced by environmental exposure. Study 

4 revealed a tonic splenic contraction in lowlanders at high-altitude, 

suggesting that the Hb regulating function may be important before EPO-

induced red cell increase occurs, thereby aiding individual acclimatization.  

 

Keywords: Acclimatization, Acute Mountain Sickness, Adaptation, Apnea, 

Breath-hold diving, Cardiovascular diving response, High-altitude, Hypoxia 

tolerance, Spleen.  
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Summary in Swedish 

Bergsbestigare - precis som fridykare - utsätts för syrebrist. Vid fridykning 

leder dykresponsen till minskad syreförbrukning, och mjältkontraktion ökar 

koncentrationen av cirkulerande hemoglobin (Hb), vilket försvarar kroppen 

mot syrebrist. Det är okänt om dessa försvarsreaktioner relaterar till de 

reaktioner som framkallas på hög höjd och vilken roll mjälten har på hög höjd. 

Min avhandling syftade till att undersöka om det finns något samband mellan 

dessa apné-inducerade reaktioner och tolerans mot hög höjd. I fem studier 

undersökte jag dykresponsen och mjältkontraktionen vid apné (anhållning), i 

olika grupper, inklusive fritidsvandrare, elitklättrare, inhemska sherpa 

(uppdelat mellan de som bor högt och de som bor lågt) och 

uthållighetsidrottare, på låg höjd och på hög höjd. Mitt primära fynd var 

slående: dykresponsen och mjältstorleken var associerade med tolerans mot 

syrebrist på hög höjd; lågländare med stark dykrespons och stor mjälte visade 

mindre symtom på akut hög höjdsjuka på hög höjd. Jag fann också att grupper 

som ofta exponeras för hög höjd har större mjälte jämfört med grupper som 

bor på havsnivå. Intressant nog hade Sherpa som bodde på hög höjd större 

mjältar jämfört med Sherpa som har migrerat till låg höjd. Ett annat viktigt 

fynd var att mjälten minskar i storlek med ~14% per 1000 m stigning hos 

lågländare, vilket var associerat med vilo- Hb. Jag fann också att 

uthållighetsidrottare, som är beroende av effektiv syretillförsel, har större 

mjältar jämfört med otränade individer. Jag drar slutsatsen att en stark 

dykrespons och en stor mjälte kan vara egenskaper hos höghöjdstoleranta 

lågländare som möjligen kan användas för att förutsäga höghöjdskänslighet. 

Studier 1–4 visade att mjälten är fördelaktig för att tolerera syrebrist på hög 

höjd i en rad olika grupper på hög höjd, troligen genom dess förmåga att 

reglera cirkulerande Hb. Sherpa hade större mjältar jämfört med lågländare, 

vilket tyder på att genetiska faktorer påverkar mjältstorleken, medan 

upptäckten att Sherpa som lever högt hade större mjältar än sherpa som lever 

lågt visar att mjältstorleken även bestäms av miljömässiga faktorer. Studie 4 

visade en tonisk mjältkontraktion hos lågländare på hög höjd, vilket tyder på 

att den Hb-reglerande funktionen kan vara viktig innan EPO-inducerad 

ökning av röda blodkroppar sker, vilket kan bidra till individuell 

acklimatisering. 

 

Nyckelord: Acklimatisering, Andhållningsdykning, Anpassning, Apné, 

Kardiovaskulära dykresponsen, Hög höjd, Hypoxitolerans, Hög-

höjdssjukdom, Mjälte, Syrebärande kapacitet. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Human Hypoxia Tolerance 

 

It is fascinating how the human body can endure a variety of hypoxic 

environments by complex adjustments that offsets hypoxia, by preserving 

oxygen (O2) availability for vital organs. Human hypoxia tolerance may be 

characterized as an ability to tolerate critically low partial pressure of O2 (PO2) 

and to offset low PO2, facilitated via integrative bodily mechanisms, capable 

of protecting O2 homeostasis (Hochachka, 1998; Bailey et al., 2017). The 

cardiovascular diving response is deemed so important for the preservation 

of PO2 that it has been labelled “the master switch of life” (Scholander, 1963), 

however it is unknown when this protective response arose in the history of 

human evolution. The fact that the diving response develops in all marine and 

terrestrial mammals ever studied, including humans (Elsner & Gooden, 1983; 

Foster & Sheel, 2005; Panneton, 2013) and that fishes exhibit a similar response 

when brought out of water (Leivestad et al., 1957), indicate that the response 

is evolutionary old and conserved across species and may present a natural 

protective response. In addition, humans are well-equipped to tolerate 

hypoxia during apneic diving, similar to semi-aquatic mammals (e.g. orcas 

and otters) (Fahlman & Schagatay, 2014; Schagatay, 2014), which further 

points to an inherent natural ability to offset hypoxia and preserve arterial 

PO2. As a terrestrial mammal, the seemingly unique diving ability of humans, 

similar to other semi-aquatic mammals, may support the hypothesis that our 

prehistoric ancestors were at some point forced to feed at the sea-shores and 

hunt for food in shallow waters (Hardy, 1960). Another theory is that early 

human evolution occurred at high-altitude in East Africa (Hochachka, 1998; 

Maslin et al., 2015), suggesting that these hypoxic conditions may have 

influenced the evolution of human physiology, resulting in specific hypoxia 

tolerance. Even though theories such as these have been contradicted, on the 

grounds that they are not associated with fossil records (Langdon, 1997), and 

the origins of our species and the evolution of hypoxia tolerance is unknown 

- or controversial at best – several natural built-in hypoxia defence 

mechanisms exist, which provide general hypoxia tolerance. The thought that 

hypoxia defence mechanisms may share common features between different 

environmental challenges is intriguing. 
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In this thesis, hypoxia is defined as PO2 below normal levels that reach 

the tissues of the body, whereas hypoxemia is defined as reduced PO2 of the 

arterial blood (Pierson, 2000). Hypoxia has profound effects on the human 

body. O2 enters the human body from the ambient air through the lungs and 

is then transported throughout the body via the blood in an O2 cascade, driven 

by partial pressure gradients, to the tissues and consumed by the intracellular 

respiratory engine in the mitochondria. Any damage to tissues or organs in 

this vital chain can impede sufficient oxygenation, resulting in tissue damage 

or death (Pierson, 2000). O2 is required in the mitochondrial respiratory chain 

via oxidative phosphorylation for generation of adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP), which is involved in energy-demanding processes in cells. The human 

brain is particularly sensitive to hypoxia, and it continuously demands ~20% 

of the body’s basal O2 supply (Bailey et al., 2017), and it only takes 6-7 seconds 

for loss of consciousness if blood flow to the brain is severely impaired 

(Rossen et al., 1943).  

 

Understanding human tolerance to hypoxia requires an understanding 

of the relative contributions of genetics and the environment in a specific 

phenotype. The interaction between genetic influence and environmental 

influence on phenotypic plasticity is one of the central issues with genetic 

research, which started with Francis Galton, who concluded that nature far 

prevails over nurture in determining individual variations in cognitive ability 

(Galton, 1876). More recent research shows that Galton’s argument also 

applies to human diversity of bodily functions and human performance. For 

example, the maximal rate of O2 consumption (𝑉̇  O2max) is the consequence of 

between 93% (Klissouras, 1971) and 80% (Fagard et al., 1991) heritability. 

These findings indicated that variations in maximal aerobic power is 

predominantly determined due to variations of genotypes and the prevailing 

assumption was subsequently that genetic influence determine physical 

performance. However, this assumption is an overinterpretation, because the 

heritability of a trait or phenotype may be high, but the trait may be modified 

and enhanced by environmental influence. Gene expression does not occur in 

a vacuum, and phenotypes cannot develop without environmental pressure 

(Klissouras, 2001). That being said, environmental influence or training-

induced effects may not develop a phenotype beyond its limit, set by genetics. 

The discussion of the relative influence of genetics and the environment is 

important in order to determine how hypoxia protective responses evolved. 

In terms of high-altitude exposure and apneic diving, where these protective 

responses are most often observed, both environmental and genetic influence 
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could result from long-term exposure and sustained stress, the primary 

difference being the duration of the exposure. Environmental influence is 

regarded as a result of exposure in a single lifetime, whereas genetic 

adaptation occurs as a result of long-term exposure across several generations, 

enabling natural selection to occur, with subsequent advantageous genetic 

traits inherited by the next generation. Accordingly, for increased 

understanding of hypoxia tolerance, efforts should be made to elucidate 

environmental- versus genetic influences, by studying groups with and 

without similar genetic composition previously exposed to different 

environments. 

 

1.1.1 Two extreme environments 

 

The current thesis focuses on human responses to high-altitude 

mountaineering and apneic diving, two activities that occur in markedly 

different environments with one similar element - hypoxia (Andersson & 

Schagatay, 1998; West, 2006; Grocott et al., 2009). Individuals exposed to either 

high-altitude or apneic diving are required to perform physical activities with 

a limited O2 supply. In the present thesis, high-altitude is defined as an 

elevation 1500 meters above sea-level (masl) or higher (Gallagher & Hackett, 

2004). While high-altitude mountaineers and freedivers are both exposed to 

hypoxemia, the environments to which they are exposed are distinctly 

different. Apneic diving, or freediving, is characterized by intermittent 

exposure to normobaric hypoxia (while deep diving is associated with 

hyperbaric hypoxia), during apnea (i.e., a cessation of breathing) (Foster & 

Sheel, 2005). As a resting apnea progresses, hypoxia develops, basal metabolic 

rate decreases (Schagatay & Andersson, 1998; Schagatay, 2009) and carbon 

dioxide (CO2) accumulates (Craig Jr & Medd, 1968), which results in 

hypercapnia and subsequent respiratory acidosis (Bailey et al., 2017). In 

contrast, high-altitude exposure is characterized by decreasing barometric 

pressure with ascent and subsequent hypobaric hypoxia with corresponding 

increased basal metabolic rate and hyperventilation-induced hypocapnia, 

resulting in respiratory alkalosis (West, 1999, 2012b) (Table 1). While the 

environmental challenges and physiological responses to these hypoxic 

conditions are different, both freedivers and climbers may share features of 

hypoxia tolerance that manifest in specific protective responses to hypoxia.  
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HR: heart rate; CO: cardiac output; CO2: carbon dioxide; O2: oxygen. 

 

1.2 Apneic Diving Physiology 
 

Aquatic mammals, like seals and whales spend all or most of their time 

submerged in water, despite being air breathers. While most aquatic species 

do not dive very deep (Fahlman & Schagatay, 2014), some can dive as deep as 

1000 meters below sea-level (mbsl) and stay submerged for up to two hours 

(Hindell et al., 1992). For example hooded seals are specialised in repetitive 

deep dives to about 1000 mbsl and diving durations of up to an hour (Folkow 

& Blix, 1999). These feats of aquatic mammals represent an impressive 

physiological ability to endure extreme asphyxia during deep dives. These 

capabilities are also found, although to a lesser extent, in humans, allowing 

an ability to stay submerged for hours in a day, by making serial short dives 

(Schagatay et al., 2011). Humans can dive both longer and deeper compared 

with most land based mammals (Schagatay, 2014), with the maximal human 

diving capacity being in the range of shallow diving aquatic mammals 

(Fahlman & Schagatay, 2014). The first historical account of human apneic 

diving can be traced back more than 2000 years, to ancient Greece, Korea and 

Japan (Ferretti, 2001), where professional freedivers relied on food by harvest-

diving. While apneic diving today can be a profession or a recreational 

activity for the enjoyment of swimming underwater, apneic diving is also a 

competitive sport, wherein freedivers spend considerable amount of time 

Table 1. Overview of the primary environmental and physiological 

challenges of high-altitude and apneic diving.   

 High-altitude   Apneic diving   

  Response Result Response Result 

Barometric 

pressure Decreases  Hypobaric  

Increases (deep diving) 

Unchanged (sea-level apnea)  

Hyperbaric 

Normobaric  

Breathing Increases  Respiratory arrest Apnea 

HR Increases Tachycardia Decreases Bradycardia 

CO Increases  Decreases  

CO2        

Decreases 

(hypocapnia) 

Respiratory 

alkalosis 

Increases  

(hypercapnia) 

Respiratory 

acidosis 

O2 Decreases Hypoxia Decreases Hypoxia 
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submerged underwater. How is it possible that obligate air-breathers can stay 

submerged under water for a period of time without succumbing to drowning?  

 

Apneic diving does not involve any respiratory support and depends 

entirely on an individual’s ability to voluntary hold their breath, involving a 

physiological tolerance to asphyxia and a psychological ability to suppress a 

growing urge to breathe and endure the associated discomfort (Schagatay, 

2009). Submersion in water induces apnea, which simply is a respiratory 

arrest (Foster & Sheel, 2005) that prevents immediate drowning. However, 

apnea inevitably leads to progressive hypoxemia and hypercapnia (asphyxia) 

(Scholander, 1940). One obvious solution to this problem is that if an 

individual is unable to breathe and thereby not able to increase existing O2 

stores, they must bring as much O2 as possible with them, and use these 

limited resources as sparingly as possible. Three primary factors are therefore 

vital for apneic diving performance: gas storage capacity, tolerance to 

asphyxia and metabolic rate (Schagatay, 2009; Bain et al., 2018). The lungs 

represent an important O2 reservoir and during apnea large lung volumes 

reflect a substantial anatomical advantage. In fact, experienced apneic divers 

are frequently characterized by having exceptionally large lungs (Ferretti & 

Costa, 2003; Schagatay et al., 2012). In addition, the blood O2 storage is 

important, and haemoglobin concentration (Hb) will influence blood gas 

storage capacity. It has been found that circulating blood erythrocyte content 

will increase in response to apneic diving, both in the short-term by splenic 

contraction (Schagatay et al., 2001; Bakovic et al., 2003; Schagatay et al., 2005) 

and by increased erythropoietin (EPO) production (de Bruijn et al., 2008). 

Greater quantity of red blood cells (RBC) has the potential to affect apneic 

duration not only by increased O2 carrying capacity, but also by enhanced CO2 

buffering capacity (Schagatay et al., 2001). Additionally, a low metabolic rate 

is an important factor in order to reduce O2 consumption (Castellini et al., 1992; 

Schagatay, 2009), and is achieved via a pronounced cardiovascular diving 

response (Schagatay & Andersson, 1998) and efficient work economy 

(Schagatay, 2010). Consequently, independent of the psychological factors 

associated with the ability to suppress progressively stronger urges to breathe, 

the fundamental physiological ability to dive underwater involves using the 

available O2 stores as efficiently as possible and tolerating accumulation of 

CO2.  
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1.2.1 Experienced freedivers 

1.2.1.1 Competitive freedivers 

 

Competitive freediving has existed since at least 1949 with a record 

dive depth at the time of 30 mbsl (Ferretti, 2001). Since then, competitive 

freediving, in which divers compete to reach the longest static apneic duration, 

the greatest depth or maximal horizontal underwater swimming distance, 

have developed substantially (Schagatay, 2011; Bain et al., 2018) (Figure 1). 

The current male world record for longest apneic duration in static apnea is 

11.35 minutes, the deepest dive with fins is 130 mbsl and the longest 

underwater swimming distance is 300 m ("AIDA International," 2021). These 

records have improved by 60 - 80% in less than 30 years. The continued 

progression in competitive freediving performance raises broad questions 

about the limits of human hypoxia tolerance. Surely, the competitive 

freedivers keep pushing towards a physiological limit. A key aspect of 

competitive freedivers diving ability, lies in their ability to tolerate asphyxia, 

i.e., low PO2 and high partial pressure of CO2 (PCO2), without risking hypoxic 

syncope. Arterial O2 saturation (SaO2), between 30-50%, is not uncommon in 

competitive freedivers performing maximally (Bailey et al., 2017), while a 

SaO2 of 50% is considered a threat to consciousness in non-divers (Schagatay, 

2009). It has been shown that competitive freedivers have higher SaO2 and 

alveolar PO2 with concomitant lower alveolar PCO2 at any given time into a 

maximal apnea compared with non-divers, however at the end of a longer 

apnea, SaO2 and alveolar PO2 is lower and alveolar PCO2 is higher in the 

competitive freedivers compared with non-divers (Ferretti, 2001). This shows 

that competitive freedivers extend their apneic durations by using less O2 and 

can tolerate more severe hypoxia and greater hypercapnia compared with 

non-divers. While PCO2 is the primary factor stimulating the respiratory drive 

to breathe in non-divers (Lin, 1982), competitive freedivers have a blunted 

ventilatory response to hypercapnia (Ferretti, 2001), therefore respiratory 

drive in freedivers depends to a greater extent on the development of hypoxia 

(Schagatay, 2009).  
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Figure 1. Competitive freedivers breath-hold diving underwater. Photos by Frank Pernett and 

Eric Mulder. 

 

1.2.1.2 Professional freedivers 

 

Professional freediving has been practiced for millennia with the 

purposes of hunting and harvesting food and other resources underwater in 

shallow seabeds (Hong et al., 1963; Abrahamsson & Schagatay, 2014). While 

this type of natural harvest diving has been steadily declining, it still exists at 

several locations in the world. Well described groups are the Ama in Japan 

and Hae-Nyo in Korea, of which their diving physiology has been well 

studied (Hong et al., 1963; Rahn & Yokoyama, 1965). Groups of diving women 

who harvest seaweeds and other resources in Japan and Korea are still active 

(Figure 2A). Another, less well-described group of ethnic divers are the Bajau, 

which are spread over a vast area of archipelago in Indonesia, Malaysia and 

the Philippines (Abrahamsson & Schagatay, 2014). These former sea-nomads 

are today expert harvest divers and spear fishers, residing in stilt houses in 

the shallow sea (Figure 2B). 
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Such professional freedivers are of course renowned for their 

extraordinary diving abilities. The Ama achieve about two hours of efficient 

under-water working times a day, via repetitive dives between 5 to 12 mbsl 

and dive durations of about 38 seconds with similar recovery periods 

(Schagatay et al., 2011). The Bajau have been found to spend ~60% of their 

working day submerged, diving to depths between 5 – 7 mbsl for 28 seconds 

per dive (Schagatay et al., 2011). These underwater dive times may seem short, 

but in contrast to competitive freedivers, who aim to produce one single dive 

of maximal duration, distance or depth, the professional divers strive to 

achieve the longest possible underwater working time (Abrahamsson & 

Schagatay, 2014). They accomplish this by staying below their anaerobic 

threshold during each dive (i.e., using O2 in cellular metabolism), thereby 

limiting anaerobic metabolism and a subsequent accumulation of lactate, 

which limits the dive duration in order to recover quickly between dives. 

Similar to competitive freedivers, the professional freedivers have larger lung 

volumes compared with non-divers (Song et al., 1963), which could represent 

a genetic long-term adaptation, or represent an exposure induced effect, 

acquired by engaging in daily apneic diving.  

 

 
Figure 2. (A) Japanese Ama diving woman harvesting food in shallow sea-beds and (B) a Bajau 

diver in hunt for fish, harpoon at the ready. Photos by Erika Schagatay. 

 

Accordingly, these experienced freedivers are regularly exposed to 

apnea-induced hypoxia, and even though it is difficult to distinguish between 

environmental influence and genetic predisposition (Ferretti & Costa, 2003), 

they have evolved an array of advantageous physiological features and 

responses to offset hypoxia. They accomplished this both by enhancing O2 

stores and by prioritizing blood flow to the brain and the heart, while 

simultaneously using the available O2 as efficiently as possible, thereby 

preserving O2 stores. The present thesis centres around two principal 
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physiological responses: the human cardiovascular diving response and the 

splenic contraction. 

 

1.2.2 The cardiovascular diving response 

 

Paul Bert is likely the first to have observed the cardiovascular diving 

response, while investigating ducks during forced water immersion (Elsner & 

Gooden, 1983). However, he did not associate the slowing of the duck’s heart 

rate (HR) with their extended dive durations at the time. Later, Irving and 

Scholander observed peripheral vasoconstriction and subsequent 

redistribution of blood flow and reduced metabolism during forced 

experimental dives of seals, which pointed to an O2 conserving effect 

(Scholander, 1940; Irving et al., 1942). It is now established that the 

cardiovascular diving response develops, to some extent, in all air-breathing 

vertebrates tested, including marine and terrestrial mammals and humans 

(Elsner & Gooden, 1983; Foster & Sheel, 2005; Panneton, 2013), even though 

the cardiovascular adjustments appear to be more pronounced in the most 

expert marine mammals (Elsner & Gooden, 1983).  

 

How is the human diving response initiated? 

 

The human diving response is considered the strongest autonomic 

reflex of the body (Panneton & Gan, 2020) and is initiated pre-emptively by 

cessation of breathing (Foster & Sheel, 2005) and potentiated by stimulation 

of facial cold receptors (Hurwitz & Furedy, 1986; Andersson & Schagatay, 

1998; Andersson et al., 2004; Tocco et al., 2012). The response consists of a 

combination of reflex mechanisms involving both sympathetic and 

parasympathetic activation. Bradycardia (HR reduction), mediated by the 

vagus nerve (parasympathetic) results in reduced cardiac output (CO) 

(Panneton, 2013; Costalat et al., 2017). A sympathetically-mediated 

vasoconstriction in peripheral vascular beds occurs simultaneously and 

redirects blood from peripheral tissues to hypoxia sensitive organs, mainly 

the brain and the heart (Gooden, 1994; Panneton & Gan, 2020). Apnea alone 

acts as a “master switch” of the response, where input is received via receptors 

associated with the respiratory centre, the cardiac inhibitory centre and the 

vasomotor centre in the brainstem (Gooden, 1994; Foster & Sheel, 2005). Cold 

stimulation of the forehead and eyes, which are supplied by the ophthalmic 

branch of the trigeminal nerve (Schuitema & Holm, 1988) (e.g. via cold water 

immersion), causes inhibition of respiratory centres and excitation of 
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vasomotor centres and cardiac vagal nerves that inhibit the cardiac pace 

maker (Gooden, 1994; Foster & Sheel, 2005). The response is likely modified 

via chemoreflex stimulation by carotid body and aortic arch receptors 

(Gooden, 1994). Accordingly, a cardiovascular diving response that acts pre-

emptively by an immediate induction at apnea onset and with head 

immersion appears functional if its primary role is to conserve O2 during 

diving. However, if the response is also initiated by hypoxia, it could have a 

broader function. 

 

Does the human diving response conserve O2? 

 

An efficient laboratory model to investigate the function of the 

cardiovascular diving response compares responses induced by apneas in air 

and with the head immersed in cold water, given that apneic durations are 

similar (Andersson & Schagatay, 1998; Andersson et al., 2002; Andersson et 

al., 2004). Comparisons show that the HR reduction is potentiated by facial 

immersion by approximately 40%, resulting in higher SaO2 remaining at the 

termination of apnea (Andersson & Schagatay, 1998; Andersson et al., 2002). 

The potentiated response with facial immersion slows down the depletion of 

lung O2 stores (Andersson et al., 2004; Andersson et al., 2008). The resulting 

arterial O2 desaturation is less severe during apnea with face immersion than 

with apnea in air. In experienced divers, longer apneic durations 

accompanied by stronger HR reductions are observed with facial immersion 

compared with non-immersion (Schagatay & Andersson, 1998), suggesting 

that the decreased O2 consumption extends the period a freediver could dive 

without risk of hypoxic syncope. The reduction in O2 uptake during apnea 

results from the redistribution of blood flow from the periphery due to 

vasoconstriction (Schagatay et al., 2007) that results in reduced O2 

consumption in peripheral tissues. In addition, the bradycardia in itself 

reduces the O2 requirement of the myocardium (Lin, 1982). These two 

mechanisms together serve to maintain adequate O2 supply to the brain and 

the heart (Andersson et al., 2004; Andersson et al., 2008). 

 

Does the diving response vary between trained freedivers and untrained groups?  

 

Competitive freedivers display a more pronounced diving response 

compared with non-divers during simulated apnea diving (Schagatay & 

Andersson, 1998; Tocco et al., 2012; Costalat et al., 2017). The enhanced 

response is characterized by both an earlier onset (Tocco et al., 2012) and a 
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lower apnea-induced HR (Elia et al., 2021b). The individual magnitude of the 

HR reduction varies among both untrained- (0-30%) and trained divers (10-

50%) (Schagatay, 1996). Both HR at nadir and time to reach HR nadir is 

negatively associated with apneic duration (Elia et al., 2021b), showing that 

those individuals with strong and rapidly developing diving response will 

also produce longer apnea duration. 

 

In addition, the professional freedivers display an enhanced 

cardiovascular diving response, compared with other groups (Schagatay & 

Andersson 1998). Earlier observations show that Ama divers develop a 

bradycardic response during shallow diving (Hong & Rahn, 1967). However, 

it appears that elderly Ama respond with a lower HR reduction compared 

with younger divers, similar in magnitude compared with non-divers (Holm 

et al., 1998). Similarly, Schagatay and Andersson (1998) observed greater HR 

reductions in young professional divers compared with older divers. This 

shows that the diving response declines with age, attributed to reduced 

parasympathetic tone in the elderly (Gooden, 1994). Enhanced HR reduction 

in professional- and competitive freedivers suggests that long-term exposure 

to apneic diving may enhance the diving response. 

 

While the aforementioned studies are inconclusive regarding the cause 

of these inter-group differences, there are studies that suggest that these 

differences between groups may be due to both training (environmental) and 

to genetic components. Longitudinal data show that there are indeed 

trainable properties of the cardiovascular diving response. The response was 

increased following only two weeks of daily apnea training, consisting of five 

apneas with two minutes recovery intervals (Schagatay et al., 2000). The 

apnea training also resulted in increased apneic durations, by a delay in the 

physiological breaking point. In another study, similar increases in HR 

reduction was seen in addition to an earlier onset of the response following 

two weeks of apnea training, but with 10 daily apneas (Engan et al., 2013). 

These findings may explain the pronounced diving responses and long apneic 

durations observed in competitive freedivers. While these studies show there 

is a training effect of the diving response, research also indicate that genetic 

influence may determine the response to some extent (Fahlman et al., 2011; 

Ilardo et al., 2018). Although, Ilardo et al. (2018) did not measure HR 

responses or vasoconstriction during apnea, they found evidence of strong 

selection, specific to the Bajau, on a gene influencing the diving response. That 

professional freedivers may to some extent be genetically inclined to a 
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pronounced diving response, suggests evolutionary adaptation to cope with 

long-term hypoxia exposure, by more efficiently redistributing blood and 

thus better preserving O2 stores. Given the large individual variation in diving 

response among untrained individuals, the enhanced diving response in 

experienced freedivers likely has some component of genetic predisposition 

along with the training-induced changes. 

 

1.2.3 The spleen and splenic contraction 

 

It is remarkable that for all the astonishing scientific discoveries the 

world has seen, we have yet to discover and fully characterize basic 

physiological functions of the human body. This is particularly the case 

regarding the spleen, which is an underexplored organ (Tarantino et al., 2011), 

subject to debate regarding its function and importance (Stewart & McKenzie, 

2002; Shephard, 2016). Some claim it is in fact a non-essential organ (Tarantino 

et al., 2011), and the medical community have taken to splenectomy on these 

grounds. Today, however, we know that splenectomy leads to an 

overwhelming risk of post-splenectomy infection (Lucas, 1991; Sinwar, 2014). 

More importantly in the context of this thesis, research over the past 40 years 

or so, has accumulated growing evidence that the human spleen has the 

ability to store RBC and contract in various situations (Sandler et al., 1984; 

Hurford et al., 1990; Schagatay et al., 2001; Bakovic et al., 2003; Baković et al., 

2005; Schagatay et al., 2005; Richardson et al., 2008; Lodin-Sundström & 

Schagatay, 2010; Engan et al., 2014; Bouten et al., 2019a; Elia et al., 2021b). This 

thesis further explores the evidence that splenic function is particularly 

important during situations involving hypoxic stress, and incorporate novel 

studies associated with high-altitude exposure and endurance exercise. 

1.2.3.1 Splenic morphology and function 

 

The spleen is a crescent-shaped organ located in the left quadrant of the 

abdomen by the 9th to the 12th thoracic ribs (Benter et al., 2011; Tarantino et al., 

2011), directly beneath the diaphragm and connected to the stomach, left 

kidney and colon (Mebius & Kraal, 2005; Benter et al., 2011). The splenic size 

is on average 11 cm long, 4 cm wide and 7 cm in diameter (Benter et al., 2011; 

Chow et al., 2016), with substantial individual variation (Prassopoulos et al., 

1997; De Odorico et al., 1999; Hosey et al., 2006; Chow et al., 2016). 
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The splenic functions are centred around systemic circulation and the 

organ contains two functionally and morphologically distinct compartments, 

the white pulp and the red pulp, which are dived by the marginal zone 

(Mebius & Kraal, 2005; Cesta, 2006). The white pulp is embeded with multiple 

lymph node-like structures and contains about 25% of the body’s 

lymphocytes and is thereby involved in the defence against blood borne-

pathogens (Tarantino et al., 2011) and initiates immune responses to antigen 

challenge (Cesta, 2006). The red pulp continually receives a significant portion 

of the systemic circulation, in which it acts as a blood filter, removing waste 

material and damaged erythrocytes (Mebius & Kraal, 2005; Cesta, 2006). 

Central to the current thesis, it functions as a reservoir of stored RBC (Cesta, 

2006). The spleen also houses stored platelets (Cesta, 2006). Functioning as a 

blood filter, the spleen is highly vascularized, with a continuous blood flow 

pulsating through it. The splenic artery, veins, lymphatic vessels and nerves 

enter and exit the spleen through the hilum, on the concave side of the spleen 

(Benter et al., 2011). Furthermore, both the walls of the splenic capsule and the 

trabeculae contain smooth muscles (Pinkus et al., 1986), which allow the 

spleen to contract. The splenic contraction results in expulsion of stored RBC, 

white cells and platelets into the systemic circulation (Hurford et al., 1990; 

Schagatay et al., 2001; Baković et al., 2005; Schagatay et al., 2005; Bakovic et al., 

2009; Bakovic et al., 2013). 

 

The splenic contraction was first discovered in 1927 by Joseph Barcroft 

and his colleagues, whereby the spleen of dogs were found to contract to 

approximately half its size following treadmill exercise, and it was estimated 

that the expulsion of blood equalled about 25% of the circulating blood 

volume (Barcroft & Stephens, 1927; Barcroft & Florey, 1929). Several studies 

have shown that the spleen functions as a RBC reservoir in a range of animal 

species, like racehorses (Boucher & Connes, 2008), dogs (Guntheroth & 

Mullins, 1963), sheep (Hodgetts, 1961) and diving seals (Qvist et al., 1986; 

Hurford et al., 1996). The splenic contraction in racehorses is, for instance, 

accompanied by a substantial increase in haematocrit, which greatly 

influences work capacity (Boucher & Connes, 2008), a response that is 

completely abolished by splenectomy (Kunugiyama et al., 1997). The same 

result was found in dogs (Dane et al., 2006). Along with an ability to store 

about 25-50% of the total RBC volume (Stewart & McKenzie, 2002) the 

functional implication of the splenic contraction in some mammalian species 

becomes apparent. Some diving mammals have been found to have 

exceptionally large spleens. It was originally reported that Hb were elevated 
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after deep dives in seals (Qvist et al., 1986). The authors speculated that the 

splenic contraction may have contributed to this Hb elevation and may 

thereby play a role during apneic episodes. Accordingly and not surprisingly, 

it was later found that the splenic volume of diving seals correlated positively 

with maximal dive time (Mottishaw et al., 1999). The functional importance 

of the splenic contraction during apnea of diving animals, to enhance blood 

gas storage and transport capacity, is now generally excepted. 

 

As the human spleen contains far less RBC compared with the above 

mentioned animal spleens, only about 10% of the total RBC volume (Stewart 

& McKenzie, 2002), the practical importance of the human spleen has been 

subject to intense discussion (Shephard, 2016). However recent advances, 

comparing splenectomised individuals with individuals with intact spleens, 

provide strong evidence that human splenic contraction occur during apnea 

as well as exercise, resulting in elevated Hb, a response that is abolished in 

splenectomized individuals (Schagatay et al., 2001; Bakovic et al., 2003; 

Agostoni et al., 2005; Baković et al., 2005). Therefore, it is now accepted that 

the human spleen is a reservoir for RBC with an ability to contract, 

representing a defence mechanism against hypoxia during apneic diving 

(Schagatay et al., 2001; Bakovic et al., 2003). However, splenic function is less 

studied at high-altitude. The question persists, whether splenic contraction 

with the associated increase in Hb, represent a defence response at high-

altitude as well. 

1.2.3.2 Initiating mechanisms of splenic contraction 

 

The human splenic nerve contains approximately 98% sympathetic 

nerve fibres (Stewart & McKenzie, 2002), and the spleen is considered a 

constitutive part of the sympathetic nerve system (Frances et al., 2008; Bakovic 

et al., 2013; Purdy et al., 2018). The neural influence on the human splenic 

contraction seems minor, as Ayers et al. (1972) observed splenic contractions 

of 0.6 and 3 mL following splenic nerve stimulation of 3 and 7 Hz for 30 

seconds respectively. On the other hand, hormonal stimulation of the 

peripheral sympathetic nervous system through infusion of adrenalin results 

in 20-30% splenic volume decrease accompanied by elevations of both Hb, 

platelets and white blood cells (Bakovic et al., 2009; Bakovic et al., 2013). This 

catecholamine stimulation is mediated via α and β adrenoreceptors (Ayers et 

al., 1972). Accordingly, the spleen responds to all forms of stress where 

catecholamines are secreted, including whole body exercise (Sandler et al., 
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1984; Laub et al., 1993; Stewart et al., 2003), resting apneas (Schagatay et al., 

2001; Bakovic et al., 2003; Schagatay et al., 2005; Schagatay et al., 2012; Bouten 

et al., 2019a), freediving (Hurford et al., 1990; Elia et al., 2021b), dynamic 

handgrip exercise and Valsalva manoeuvre (Frances et al., 2008), infusion of 

adrenalin (Bakovic et al., 2013) and normobaric hypoxia (Richardson et al., 

2008; Lodin-Sundström & Schagatay, 2010). In addition to sympathetic 

stimulation, it appears that the splenic contraction also results from elevated 

arterial PCO2 (PaCO2) (Lodin-Sundström & Schagatay, 2010; Richardson et al., 

2012). This may indicate that hypercapnia is of importance in the induction of 

the splenic contraction during apneic episodes. 

 

It was initially suggested that the splenic response was part of the 

cardiovascular diving response. However, while the HR and skin blood flow 

reductions of the diving response were more pronounced during apnea with 

facial immersion compared with dry apnea, the haematological response 

derived from splenic contraction was similar between the two apnea series 

(Schagatay et al., 2007). These differences suggest that the splenic response 

and the cardiovascular diving response are not neurally associated and 

represents two separate responses. Therefore, this thesis does not consider the 

splenic contraction as part of the cardiovascular diving response. 

 

Splenic contraction occurs following single apneas (Espersen et al., 2002; 

Bouten et al., 2019b) and during repeated apneas, in which the contraction 

increases progressively (Schagatay et al., 2001; Schagatay et al., 2005; Bouten 

et al., 2019a). Maximal contraction have also been observed following the first 

apnea in a series of five apneas (Bakovic et al., 2003). Maximal apnea elicits 

stronger contraction compared with sub-maximal apneas in non-divers 

(Bouten et al., 2019b), as does apnea with whole body immersion (Elia et al., 

2020). This is most likely attributable to a greater sympathetic activation and 

subsequent augmented release of catecholamines (Knight & Horvath, 1987; 

Espersen et al., 2002). The apnea-induced contraction is rapid and initiated 

immediately upon cessation of breathing with simultaneous tachycardia, with 

unchanged splenic blood inflow (Bakovic et al., 2003; Palada et al., 2007). This 

suggests that the splenic response is an active contraction as opposed to a 

passive collapse due to restricted blood flow. In addition, the magnitude of 

the exercise-induced splenic contraction varies (Sandler et al., 1984; Froelich 

et al., 1988; Laub et al., 1993; Wolski, 1999; Stewart et al., 2003; Engan et al., 

2014) and is characterized by an active intensity-dependent contraction (Laub 

et al., 1993; Stewart et al., 2003). 
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What are the effects of the splenic contraction? 

 

The result of the splenic contraction is a transient elevation of 

circulating RBCs, that following three to five maximal apneas in non-divers 

results in Hb elevations of ~2 - 5% (Schagatay et al., 2001; Baković et al., 2005; 

Richardson et al., 2005; Schagatay et al., 2005; Schagatay et al., 2007; Engan et 

al., 2013; Bouten et al., 2019a). Hb elevations of ~9% have been observed in 

professional freedivers following a diving shift (Hurford et al., 1990). The 

exercise-induced splenic contraction elevates Hb by ~4–9% (Laub et al., 1993; 

Wolski, 1999; Stewart et al., 2003). The greater Hb elevation in response to 

apnea in those with their spleens intact compared with splenectomized 

individuals is accompanied by prolonged apneic durations for those with 

spleens (Schagatay et al., 2001; Baković et al., 2005). Thus, splenic derived Hb 

elevation may have a protective role during hypoxia (Schagatay et al., 2001).  

 

Longer apneic durations likely result from both an enhanced blood O2 

transport capacity and CO2 buffering capacity, which would ultimately lead 

to a later onset of involuntary breathing movements and a postponed “easy 

going phase” (Schagatay et al., 2001; Bakovic et al., 2003). Furthermore, in 

response to serial apneas, the spleen does not recover in volume between 

short apneas with two minutes rest intervals (Bakovic et al., 2003; Schagatay 

et al., 2005), enabling elevated Hb in systemic circulation. Thus, the Hb-

elevating splenic contraction may also contribute to recovery before the 

subsequent apnea. During repetitive diving, this increased Hb could put the 

following apnea at an advantage with higher blood O2 stores at the apnea 

onset, thereby prolonging the apneic duration (Schagatay et al., 2001; 

Schagatay et al., 2005). Consequently, the splenic response influences apneic 

performance, whereby resting splenic volume and apnea-induced contraction 

are associated with longer apneic duration in both divers and non-divers 

(Bouten et al., 2019a; Elia et al., 2021b), with dynamic apnea swimming 

distance (Elia et al., 2021b) and with overall freediving performance of 

competitive freedivers (Schagatay et al., 2012). Therefore, it appears 

conceivable, that similar benefits could be present during exercise. However, 

the practical importance of the human spleen to sea-level exercise 

performance has been questioned, with recent investigations observing no 

effect of apnea-induced splenic contraction on 3- and 4-km cycle time-trial (TT) 

performance on recreational or untrained individuals (Sperlich et al., 2015; 

Bouten et al., 2019b). In addition, a recent investigation found no difference in 

resting splenic volume and exercise-induced splenic contraction between elite 
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endurance runners and recreational runners (Jahic et al., 2019). Nevertheless, 

the exercise-induced splenic contraction and the associated Hb elevation have 

never been investigated during short-duration roller-skiing TT performance 

in elite biathletes, which was a focus of the present thesis (Study 5). It is likely 

that the continuous start and stop element of biathlon has favoured utilization 

of the splenic response in these athletes, by allowing an intermittent fine-

tuned regulation of Hb between demands of reducing blood viscosity at rest 

and increasing O2 carrying capacity at the onset of an exercise bout.  

 

Most studies have found recovery time of splenic volume after apneas 

to vary between five and 10 minutes (Schagatay et al., 2001; Schagatay et al., 

2005; Schagatay et al., 2007; Bouten et al., 2019a), although recovery durations 

ranging from two (Espersen et al., 2002) to 60 minutes (Bakovic et al., 2003) 

have been observed. These differences may be attributable to mode and 

intensity of the apnea stimulus and possibly to different measurements 

technique. The exercise-induced splenic contraction following exercise to 

exhaustion is longer, around 20 minutes (Stewart et al., 2003). This may 

simply be a result of the larger blood volume that has been ejected, requiring 

more time to be reabsorbed into the spleen at rest. However, it could also have 

functional benefits in intermittent work, where the Hb remains elevated 

between submaximal and maximal effort. 

 

Variations in splenic size and contraction 

 

Splenic volume ranges from 58 mL to 375 mL in healthy non-diving 

individuals across studies (Prassopoulos et al., 1997; De Odorico et al., 1999; 

Chow et al., 2016). Individual variations also exist relating to the magnitude 

of splenic contraction (Schagatay et al., 2005) and the ensuing Hb elevation 

(Richardson et al., 2005). Splenic volume is generally also positively 

associated with height (Hosey et al., 2006; Chow et al., 2016) and is larger in 

men compared with women (Hosey et al., 2006; Chow et al., 2016), while 

another study observed no association in regard to either height, age or sex 

(Prassopoulos et al., 1997).  

 

Splenic volumes up to 598 ml have been observed in competitive 

freedivers (Schagatay et al., 2012). This can be a result of their frequent 

exposure to intermittent hypoxia, or pre-selection for the sport, as several 

studies have demonstrated that splenic function is important for apneic 

diving performance (Schagatay et al., 2001; Schagatay et al., 2012; Bouten et 
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al., 2019a; Elia et al., 2021b). Both competitive and professional freedivers have 

larger spleens (Schagatay et al., 2012; Ilardo et al., 2018), greater apnea-

induced contraction (Bakovic et al., 2003; Prommer et al., 2007) and greater 

apnea-induced Hb elevation (Baković et al., 2005; Richardson et al., 2005; Elia 

et al., 2019) compared with those not regularly exposed to apnea-induced 

hypoxia. Even though the human spleen displays considerable regenerative 

ability (Beahrs & Stephens, 1980), it is difficult from these observations to 

ascertain the underlying mechanism responsible for the greater splenic 

volume and contraction in experienced freedivers. A recent comparative 

genomic investigation observed greater splenic volume in Bajau divers 

compared with the Saluan, a closely-related non-diving population, and 

suggested that natural selection on variants in the PDE10A gene could be 

responsible (Ilardo et al., 2018). As both competitive and professional 

freedivers have been exposed to apnea-induced intermittent hypoxia for 

longer periods, frequent stimulation of splenic contraction over time could 

also have elicited long-term splenic adaptation, in a single lifetime.  

 

The first attempt to investigate whether the human spleen adapts in 

response to long-term hypoxia exposure, was conducted over two weeks, 

whereby 10 non-divers performed a series of 10 maximal static apneas daily 

(Engan et al., 2013). The authors reported unchanged baseline splenic volume 

pre- and post-intervention (Engan et al., 2013). Similarly, in a six-week 

intervention study (Elia et al., 2021a), wherein eight non-divers performed 10 

maximal dynamic apneas four times a week, no change in baseline splenic 

volume was detected. Not until a longer apnea training period was 

implemented, was splenic volume change observed (Bouten et al., 2019a). 

When 13 non-divers performed five near maximal static apneas, daily, over 

the course of eight weeks a significant splenic volume increase resulted, 

although the response magnitude remained unchanged (Bouten et al., 2019a).  

 

Splenic size and contraction have also been studied in chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients, whereby patients with SaO2 

< 90% had greater baseline splenic volume, higher exercise-induced Hb 

elevation and splenic contraction compared with patients with SaO2 > 90%. 

These observations further indicate that the splenic volume and ability to 

elevate circulating RBC may be enhanced by long-term hypoxia exposure. 

Overall, these findings all indicate that long-term exposure to hypoxia may 

affect splenic contraction, however the underlying mechanism responsible is 

unclear and requires further investigation. The fact that both freedivers and 
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hypoxic COPD patients exhibit larger spleens and enhanced contractions with 

apparent benefits, raises the question whether groups characterized by being 

regularly exposed to high-altitude exhibit similar enhancements. It appears as 

if they could also benefit from splenic contribution to increase circulating Hb 

during altitude hypoxia.  

 

Does the spleen have a role at high-altitude? 

 

Splenic function during hypoxia was first investigated by Cook and 

Alafi (1956) in mice, aiming to determine the relative contributions of the 

spleen and the bone marrow on hypoxia-induced polycythaemia. They 

ascribed ~40% of the increase in RBCs during chronic hypoxia, simulating 

4500 masl, to a tonic splenic contraction. 

 

Human splenic function at high-altitude is to date not well investigated. 

A first laboratory experiment observed 18% splenic contraction and 2.1% Hb 

elevation following 20 minutes of normobaric hypoxia, equivalent to ~4000 

masl, wherein the hypoxia was suggested to be the primary initiating factor 

(Richardson et al., 2008). This was further studied comparing apneas in air 

and those with hyperoxia, wherein the apneas performed in air resulted in 

greater Hb increase (Richardson et al., 2009), indicating that the splenic 

contraction may be induced by hypoxia-induced sympathetic activation. In 

another study, comparing splenic contraction between apnea and normobaric 

hypoxia simulating ~3000 masl, splenic contraction was twice as strong 

during apnea, despite similar levels of peripheral O2 saturation (SpO2) (Lodin-

Sundström & Schagatay, 2010). The contribution of PCO2 during apnea was 

thought to result in a stronger splenic response or possibly that the more rapid 

O2 desaturation during apnea, or the actual apnea stimulus, contributed to the 

enhanced response. 

 

These laboratory observations collectively suggested that the splenic 

contraction-induced Hb increase may also be important during ascent to high-

altitude. A first field expedition reported an attenuated apnea-induced Hb 

increase during incremental ascent to 5100 masl (Richardson & Schagatay, 

2007), suggesting that the hypoxia at high-altitude causes a tonic splenic 

contraction, eliminating further apnea induced increases in Hb. In contrast, 

another field expedition investigating splenic volume at high-altitude, 

reported unchanged resting splenic volume with incremental ascent to high-

altitude (Purdy et al., 2018). Longitudinal investigations of splenic function at 
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high-altitude have also been conducted. Sonmez et al. (2007) found that 

splenic volume decreased following long-term exposure to high-altitude, 

while Engan et al. (2014) observed increased splenic contraction following a 

successful six-week climb to the summit of Mount Everest, with 35 days spent 

above 5300 masl, while baseline splenic volume remained unchanged (Engan 

et al., 2014). A follow-up study observed increased splenic contraction after a 

six-week trek to 5300 masl, however resting splenic volume had also 

increased following the trek (Rodríguez-Zamora et al., 2015). This agrees with 

the previously mentioned long-term splenic enhancements reported in 

response to eight weeks of static apnea training (Bouten et al., 2019a). These 

longitudinal findings suggests that splenic size is influenced by the 

environment, even though a genetic component cannot be excluded that was 

observed for the Bajau divers (Ilardo et al., 2018). Collectively, these findings 

suggest a role of the spleen at high-altitude that requires further study.  

1.3 High-altitude Physiology 

 

Humans have long ventured to high-altitude locations, to live, to work, 

for recreation and sports, and to experience the ultimate challenge of climbing 

at extreme altitudes (West, 2004). Mount Everest, with its summit reaching 

8848 masl (West, 1984), is the world’s highest mountain, often labelled the 

“roof of the world”. Summiting Mount Everest has become a hallmark of 

superior physiological accomplishment, and the mountain is being visited by 

many adventurers and elite climbers each year. In 2019 alone, 876 climbers 

successfully summited Mount Everest (Luks et al., 2021). Unfortunately, with 

these record numbers, the risk of fatalities increases, and in the spring of 2019, 

11 climbers died on the mountain as a result of crowding (Luks et al., 2021). 

A reasonable question concerns the motives of these individuals to attempt 

such endeavours? The question is perhaps best answered by a quote by 

George Mallory, famous English mountaineer who died in an attempt to 

summit Mount Everest in 1924, who said simply: “Because it’s there”!  

 

The high-altitude regions (2000 masl and above) cover approximately 

16,5 million km2 of the earth’s surface (Seamons, 2003), which represents ~20% 

of the world’s total land area. These high-altitude regions, predominantly 

situated in Asia, South America, Africa and North America, currently inhabit 

over 140 million people (Moore et al., 1998; Moore, 2017b) (Figure 3). There 

are even high-altitude populations in the Andes who permanently live higher 

than 5000 masl (West, 2012a)! In addition, approximately 30 to 40 million 
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people travel to high-altitude each year, including recreational trekkers, skiers 

and elite climbers (Roach & Hackett, 2001; Neupane & Swenson, 2017), often 

without the benefit of any physiological protection (i.e., high-altitude 

acclimatization to be discussed below). These people are subsequently 

exposed to the decreasing barometric pressure that follows with ascent to 

high-altitude.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Geographical location of the four primary high-altitude regions (Moore, 2017b). 

 

 

It was Paul Bert, in 1878, who first discovered a relationship between 

barometric pressure and O2 availability, thereby demonstrating that the 

primary physiological challenge at high-altitude is reduced O2 partial 

pressure (Bert, 1878). PO2 decreases proportionally with the decrease in 

barometric pressure (Grocott et al., 2009; West, 2012b), which results in 

reductions of partial pressure of alveolar O2 (PAO2) and therefore arterial O2 

(PaO2). The lower PaO2 also results in reductions of SaO2, thus less O2 

molecules are bound to Hb in the arterial blood, ultimately impairing O2 

transport capacity (Storz & Moriyama, 2008). However, because of the 

sinusoidal shape of the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation curve, SaO2 is well 

maintained below 3000 masl despite significant reductions in PaO2. Above 

3000 masl however, only minor changes in PaO2 (i.e., altitude) will lead to 

dramatic reductions in SaO2 (Gallagher & Hackett, 2004). At 3000 masl, a very 

common altitude encountered at ski-resorts, barometric pressure and PO2 is 

~70% of the sea-level value (West, 2004). At 5300 masl, the altitude at Mount 

Everest basecamp (EBC) that is frequently being visited by recreational 

trekkers (Levett et al., 2010) (Figure 4A & B), barometric pressure and PO2 is 

~50%, and it is less than 30% on the summit of Mount Everest (West, 2004). 

Consequently, ascent at high-altitude inevitably results in increasing O2 
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deprivation throughout the body, i.e. progressive hypobaric hypoxia, with 

variability in the capacity to acclimatize between individuals. 

 

 
Figure 4. (A) Recreational trekkers hiking in the Nepal Himalayas to reach Mount Everest 

basecamp. Photo by Pontus Holmström. 

 

Is exercise capacity reduced at high-altitude? 

 

In 1924, Edward Norton, during the third Everest expedition, reached 

an altitude of 8500 masl, or 300 m shy of the summit, without the use of 

supplementary O2. Almost 30 years later, Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing 

Norgay Sherpa summited Mount Everest, with supplementary O2. When 

Messner and Habeler finally summited “the roof of the world” without any 

supplementary O2 in 1978, it had taken more than 50 years to climb the last 

300 m (West, 2000). This indicates the great physiological challenges of 

climbing at extreme altitudes, and more specifically it shows how close the 

highest point on earth is to the limits of human aerobic exercise capacity.  

 

During exercise at sea-level in lowlanders, increases in CO accounts for 

70 to 85% of O2 uptake (Bassett & Howley, 2000). At high-altitude, the primary 

limiting factor shifts, with the direct effect of reduced gas partial pressure on 
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the diffusion gradient across the alveoli in the lungs results in impaired O2 

diffusion and less driving pressure throughout the O2-cascade, ultimately 

diminishing O2 transport capacity (Jacobs et al., 2012). Accordingly, for the 

non-acclimatized newcomer at high-altitude, 𝑉̇  O2max decreases, with about 1% 

per 100 m of ascent above 1500 masl in untrained or less trained lowlanders 

(Fulco et al., 1998). Wehrlin and Hallén (2006) reported a 6.3% reduction in 

𝑉̇  O2max per 1000 m of ascent between 300 m and 2800 masl and a 14.3% 

reduction in exercise capacity in highly trained endurance lowland athletes. 

At the summit of Mount Everest 𝑉̇  O2max was found to be only 23% of the sea-

level value (West, 1984). The submaximal exercise O2 uptake is similar 

between high-altitude and sea-level at any given power output (Fulco et al., 

1998), however due to the fall in 𝑉̇  O2max, the maximal exercise capacity is 

reduced. This means that an individual is required to perform harder at the 

same relative intensity, expressed in percentage of 𝑉̇  O2max. At high-altitude, 

even a slow walk may require maximal work capacity, and eventually with 

further ascent, so does rest.  

 

For the lowlanders, unlike CaO2 and CO, 𝑉̇  O2max does not normalize or 

reach sea-level values following high-altitude acclimatization at altitude, 

which is most likely an effect of redistribution of blood flow to more hypoxia 

sensitive organs, resulting in less perfusion in exercising muscles (Calbet et 

al., 2003). The reduced inspired PO2 also results in impaired gas exchange 

(Bärtsch & Saltin, 2008). The decrements in aerobic capacity can also be 

ascribed to cardiovascular adjustments, consisting of reductions in maximal 

CO and maximal HR (Billat et al., 2003; Calbet et al., 2003; Bärtsch & Saltin, 

2008). In addition, the reduction in 𝑉̇  O2max during hypoxia is greater in 

endurance trained lowland athletes compared with untrained lowlanders 

(Fulco et al., 1998). This greater reduction in trained athletes is most likely a 

result of pulmonary gas exchange limitation in trained athletes, consequent of 

their superior CO, where substantially higher blood flow leads to reduced 

transit time for Hb in the lungs and diminished O2 diffusion. Regardless of 

training status, exercise at high-altitude exacerbates arterial O2 desaturation 

(Fulco et al., 1998; Roach et al., 2000). 

 

High-altitude climbers exhibit similar sea-level 𝑉̇  O2max and similar 

reductions in 𝑉̇  O2max and power output during hypoxic exercise as non-

climbers (Puthon et al., 2016), and have lower sea-level 𝑉̇  O2max compared with 

endurance athletes (Oelz et al., 1986). However, high-altitude climbing is not 

performed at 𝑉̇  O2max, rather at submaximal intensities, and subsequent 
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adjustments may be ascribed to other more important responses that occur 

with acclimatization. For instance, elite climbers have increased capillary-to-

fibre ratio in lower limb muscles (Oelz et al., 1986), improving muscle 

oxygenation during exercise in hypoxia (Puthon et al., 2016). While elite 

climbers have been found to display higher resting hypoxic ventilatory 

response (HVR) compared with both marathon runners and sedentary 

individuals (Schoene, 1982), more recent findings have revealed that the more 

successful climbers (i.e., those who summited Everest and K2 without 

supplementary O2) displayed a lower HVR compared with the less successful 

climbers (Bernardi et al., 2006). This blunted HVR was suggested to be due to 

greater ventilatory efficiency allowing enhanced ventilatory reserve at 

extreme altitudes. This ventilatory efficiency was later corroborated by 

Puthon et al. (2016), who also observed lower HVR during exercise of climbers, 

with slower and deeper breathing pattern during hypoxic exercise compared 

with controls. This breathing pattern of the climbers was suggested to be an 

advantageous trait that improve gas exchange. Thereby, elite high-altitude 

climbers are equipped with favourable physiological characteristics that 

enable them to endure the severe hypoxic environment at high-altitude with 

superimposed exercise, possibly as a consequence of a combination between 

genetic predisposition and regular high-altitude climbing (Bernardi et al., 

2006; Puthon et al., 2016). Could these elite climbers also have larger spleens 

as part of their high-altitude tolerant characteristics? This question will be 

investigated in the present thesis (Study 2).  

 

1.3.1 Indigenous high-altitude populations 

 

In 2016, a seemingly ordinary 28-yr old woman trekked along a trail in 

the Nepal Himalayas to reach Everest base camp at 5300 masl. She ascended 

approximately 1800 m over 65 km in 11 days, all the while being exposed to 

severe high-altitude hypoxia and vigorous physical activity (Davenport et al., 

2018). She is Sherpa of Tibetan ancestry. She was also seven months pregnant 

at the time. 11 weeks later she gave birth to a healthy baby girl. This is an 

extreme example of human hypoxia tolerance, and if the Tibetan Sherpa’s 

superior exercise capacity at high-altitude render them “kings” of the 

mountain (Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014), the ability to successfully reproduce in 

these O2 deprived environments surely make them “queens” of the mountain 

as well.  
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Tibetan, Ethiopian and Andean highlanders have been living at high-

altitude for sufficient duration of time for natural selection to occur 

(Aldenderfer, 2003; Haas et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). The general 

consensus is that the Tibetan population has resided at high-altitude for ~40 

000 years (Zhang et al., 2018), as compared with the Andean population of ~7 

000 years (Haas et al., 2017), whereas the Amhara tribe of Ethiopia has been 

living at high-altitude potentially for 70 000 years (Aldenderfer, 2003). As a 

result, these indigenous high-altitude populations, through natural selection, 

have evolved an array of beneficial characteristics to cope with the 

environmentally-induced hypoxia (Beall et al., 1998; Beall, 2006; T. Wu & 

Kayser, 2006; Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014). The Sherpa residing in the high-

altitude regions of Nepal Himalaya, are direct decedents of nomadic Tibetans, 

and migrated south from the eastern Tibetan plateau (Gilbert-Kawai et al., 

2014; Bhandari et al., 2017).  

 

Permanent high-altitude residents generally have superior 𝑉̇  O2max 

(Brutsaert, 2008; Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014) and exercise capacity at high-

altitude compared with lowland populations (Kiyamu et al., 2015), with 

higher SaO2 during submaximal exercise at high-altitude and a smaller O2 

desaturation of arterial blood with increased work intensity compared with 

lowlanders (Brutsaert et al., 2000). Greater protection against decreased 

𝑉̇  O2max at high-altitude based on Andean ancestry (Brutsaert et al., 2003), 

suggest that genetic factors underpin these differences. Higher capillary 

density-to-fibre ratio also characterizes highlanders (Kayser et al., 1991), and 

enhanced efficiency of O2 utilization (Horscroft et al., 2017). Along with lower 

capacity for fatty acid oxidation in muscle tissues (Horscroft et al., 2017), 

Sherpa display a metabolic shift toward glucose metabolism (Hochachka et 

al., 1996). This suggests adaptive changes involved, apart from a highly 

efficient gas exchange during exercise, muscle structure and function and 

metabolic changes. In addition, resting alveolar ventilation at altitude in 

Tibetans, as assessed by end tidal PCO2, is similar compared with 

acclimatized lowlanders (Moore, 2017a), and although Tibetans and Sherpa 

have a high HVR, it appears similar compared with acclimatized lowlanders 

(Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014). The Sherpa have greater chest circumference that 

accommodates larger lungs (Moore, 2017a), with associated greater 

respiratory capacity (Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014) compared with native 

lowlanders. Larger lungs facilitate increases in surface area over which gas 

exchange can occur, resulting in increased O2 diffusion, thus the Tibetans have 

lower alveolar-arterial O2 gradient at altitude (Moore, 2017a). 
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Some adaptations, typical of Tibetans may appear contra-productive to 

cope with high-altitude hypoxia. Tibetans have lower SaO2 compared with 

acclimatized lowlanders at high-altitude (Moore, 2017a). Accordingly, the low 

SaO2 in the Tibetans show that this high-altitude population is under constant 

hypoxemic stress, and the SaO2 decreases with ascent, just like in lowlanders. 

Tibetans also have lower Hb compared with acclimatized lowlanders (Moore, 

2017a). The Hb increases with ascent in both groups, only to a lesser extent in 

Tibetans, the Tibetans appear to have a particularly high Hb threshold 

response, >4000 masl (Beall, 2000). Lower Hb in this population is likely a 

genetic adaptive response (Storz, 2010; Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014), which 

allows Tibetans and Sherpa to utilize their greater Hb mass (Stembridge et al., 

2019) for efficient O2 delivery without the adverse effects of high blood 

viscosity. Given that chronic mountain sickness, common in Andeans, is rare 

in the Tibetan and Sherpa population (Ronen et al., 2014), a low Hb that 

reduces viscosity and protects against chronic mountain sickness (Vargas & 

Spielvogel, 2006), appears functional. The relatively lower Hb in Tibetans and 

Sherpa populations have also been observed to be associated with their higher 

exercise capacity (Simonson, 2015). The amount of O2 in arterial blood is 

determined based on SaO2 and Hb and coupled with CO, constitutes a 

measure of systemic O2 delivery. Despite these above-mentioned traits, or 

CaO2 phenotypes, Tibetans are able to maintain similar levels of CaO2 as 

acclimatized lowlanders at high-altitude (Moore, 2017a). 

 

It is truly remarkable that the CaO2 phenotypes in Tibetans and Sherpa 

are markedly different than those of other high-altitude populations. In short, 

resting ventilation is lower and HVR is blunted in Andeans compared with 

Tibetans (Beall, 2000; Moore, 2017a), and Hb is markedly higher in Andeans 

compared with Tibetans (Beall, 2006). Beall (2007) have proposed two 

different patterns to offset hypoxia and adapt to high-altitude between 

Andeans and Tibetans, and the Ethiopians appear to exhibit yet another 

pattern of adaptation to elicit hypoxia tolerance. While the underlying 

processes for this apparent biodiversity observed in these high-altitude 

groups are not entirely known, the varying duration at which they have 

resided at high-altitude is a likely factor. 

 

Conclusively, it can therefore be interpreted that the high-altitude 

Tibetans and Sherpa are not in need of higher SaO2 or higher Hb to cope with 

environmental-induced hypoxia due to effective respiratory adaptations, and 

other physiological characteristics previously described. Plausibly, enhanced 
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splenic volume and contraction may be additional traits that have evolved in 

response to generations of selection for high-altitude tolerance. The spleen 

could potentially contribute to O2 homeostasis in the Sherpa by facilitating 

transiently enhanced O2 carrying capacity, and by maintaining a low Hb, thus 

maintaining low blood viscosity by sequestrating circulating RBCs in the 

spleen at rest (Study 3). 

 

1.3.2 High-altitude acclimatization in lowlanders 

 

In response to the O2 deprivation at high-altitude, compensatory 

processes occur, collectively known as acclimatization (Imray et al., 2010). 

High-altitude acclimatization is an integrative process that primarily include 

the respiratory system, haematological system and the cardiovascular system 

(Pugh, 1964; Schoene, 2001; Bärtsch & Saltin, 2008; Naeije, 2010). The 

adjustments involved tend to limit the fall in PO2 throughout the O2 cascade, 

as O2 is transported from the ambient air to the cell mitochondria. The first 

response is induced by peripheral chemoreceptors (Lahiri & Forster, 2003), 

sensitive to low PO2 and situated above the bifurcation of the carotid artery, 

where there is a continuous high blood flow (Prabhakar & Semenza, 2015). 

The respiratory centre in medulla oblangata then responds reflexively by 

increasing ventilation, which is an effective mechanism to attenuate 

hypoxemia. This HVR results in reduced PCO2 with a concomitant raise in pH 

(i.e. respiratory alkalosis) and raised PAO2 and therefore PaO2 (West, 2006). 

The ventilation continues to increase over the first 10 to 14 days or so at a 

constant altitude, because of enhanced sensitivity of the carotid bodies 

(Bärtsch & Saltin, 2008). However, the responsiveness of the carotid bodies 

are associated with a substantial individual variation in healthy individuals 

(Prabhakar & Semenza, 2015) and as a result, the HVR also varies greatly 

between individuals (Schoene et al., 1984; Gallagher & Hackett, 2004). While 

the hyperventilation-induced respiratory alkalosis may favour O2 carrying 

capacity via the Bohr effect (leftward shift of the oxyhaemoglobin dissociation 

curve), increasing O2-Hb affinity and a greater O2 uptake in the lungs 

(Swenson, 2016), a renal response is also elicited (Zouboules et al., 2018). This 

compensatory renal response occurs via increased bicarbonate excretion 

(Luks et al., 2008), which lowers blood pH towards normal levels (Swenson, 

2016), maintaining acid-base homeostasis. Thus, the compensatory renal 

response at high-altitude is important in order to alleviate the negative effects 

of alkalosis in blunting the full HVR. While the initial rise in ventilation at 
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high-altitude is due to HVR (Ainslie et al., 2013), further increase in 

ventilation also depends on changes in the ventilatory responses to CO2 

(Powell et al., 1998). However, there exists a conflict between the two opposite 

regulatory responses (Ursino et al., 2001), which may lead to oscillatory 

breathing patterns in ventilation and periodic breathing during sleep at high-

altitude (Ainslie et al., 2013). As hypocapnia increases at altitude, the central 

chemoreceptor drive will decrease (Ursino et al., 2001). 

 

Cardiovascular adjustments include immediate increases in resting HR 

through stimulation of the peripheral chemoreceptors (Bärtsch & Gibbs, 2007). 

This acute response leads to increases in CO, which is entirely explained by 

the HR increase due to a relatively stable stroke volume (Naeije, 2010). 

However, the increase in CO is transient and returns to sea-level values within 

a few days (Bärtsch & Saltin, 2008). The tissues and cells also responds to long-

term hypoxia, by increasing myoglobin concentration, mitochondrial density 

and decreased diffusion distance via increased vessel concentration 

(Gallagher & Hackett, 2004). These cellular adjustments optimize O2 

transportation in the final stage of the O2 cascade. In the long-term, low PO2 

is compensated for by raising circulating blood Hb. During acclimatization, 

polycythaemia occurs over weeks to months (Pugh, 1964; West, 2004), which 

depending on altitude, can restore CaO2 and O2 carrying capacity (Calbet et 

al., 2003; Siebenmann et al., 2017). This restored CaO2 stems from high-

altitude-induced erythropoiesis with associated increased haematocrit and 

Hb (Pugh, 1964; Grocott et al., 2009). Erythropoiesis is controlled by the 

hormone EPO, which is produced primarily by peritubular cells in the kidney 

(Jelkmann, 2011) and regulated by HIF-1 and HIF-2 upregulation (Prabhakar 

& Semenza, 2015). However this process is slow and takes weeks to fully 

develop (Pugh, 1964) and thus offers no favourable effects in the short-term. 

The initial raise in Hb, observed during the first few days at high-altitude is 

considered to be primarily a result of reductions in plasma volume 

(Siebenmann et al., 2017). Consequently, despite diminished SaO2, elevated 

Hb and therefore O2 carrying capacity can result in enhanced CaO2 to normal 

values (Siebenmann et al., 2017). However, another possibility is that a 

splenic-derived Hb increase could contribute to preserving CaO2, which will 

be explored in this thesis (Study 4).  
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1.3.3 High-altitude related illnesses 

 

Consequently, high-altitude acclimatization is an integrative 

mechanism, critical for preserving O2 homeostasis, which collectively 

improves altitude tolerance in native lowlanders (Imray et al., 2010; Luks et 

al., 2017). However, full acclimatization takes weeks to fully develop and in 

this transition period, between the start of the altitude exposure to the onset 

of acclimatisation when hypoxemia is uncompensated, high-altitude illnesses 

can develop. It is remarkable that some individuals tolerate altitude-hypoxia 

well, and are able to continue ascent, whereas others are less tolerant, required 

to stop to rest or even descend, to minimize the risk of further complications. 

These sensitive individuals suffer increased risk of developing acute 

mountain sickness (AMS) and other high-altitude related conditions, which 

will not only limit performance, but are also a medical concern due to risks of 

fatality. 

 

Not all physiological responses to environmental hypoxia are adaptive. 

High-altitude illness is a medical term which encompasses AMS, high-

altitude cerebral oedema (HACE) and high-altitude pulmonary oedema 

(HAPE). AMS affects otherwise healthy and non-acclimatized individuals 

who ascend too rapidly to altitudes above 2500 masl (Gallagher & Hackett, 

2004; Imray et al., 2010; Luks et al., 2017). Symptoms include headache, 

insomnia, anorexia, nausea, dizziness, excessive breathing and vomiting 

(Hackett et al., 1976; Roach et al., 1993; Bärtsch & Saltin, 2008). However, 

insomnia and sleep disturbances have been excluded from the revised Lake 

Louise consensus (Roach et al., 2018), on the grounds that most individuals at 

high-altitude may develop difficulty sleeping independent of AMS. High-

altitude headache is considered to be the primary symptom of AMS, therefore 

it is also the main criteria for diagnosis (Roach et al., 1993; Roach et al., 2018). 

The fact that AMS can be induced in normobaric hypoxia (Schommer et al., 

2012; Berger et al., 2015), shows that low PO2 is associated with the symptoms 

development. Given that there is great variability in individual rate of 

acclimatization, it is not surprising that individual susceptibility to AMS also 

exhibits large range of variation (Savourey et al., 1995; Oliver et al., 2012; West, 

2012b). However, what determines this individual susceptibility is not clear.  

 

AMS incidence is difficult to determine as it is confounded by a range 

of environmental, behavioural and intrinsic risk factors (Schneider et al., 2002; 

Imray et al., 2010; Waeber et al., 2015). Perhaps the most valuable risk factor 
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for developing AMS is individual history of AMS (Schneider et al., 2002; 

Gallagher & Hackett, 2004). Unfortunately, this is only informative to 

individuals with previous high-altitude experience, and confers no meaning 

to the unexperienced newcomer. Rate of ascent and maximum altitude 

attained are also crucial parameters to consider (Luks et al., 2017), as AMS 

development depends on the degree of hypoxemia (Schneider et al., 2002; 

Beidleman et al., 2004; Burtscher et al., 2004). Obesity is considered a potential 

risk factor for AMS (San Martin et al., 2017), and while female sex has been 

proposed as a risk factor (Richalet et al., 2012), a recent review stated that 

females are not exposed to any greater risk compared with males (Luks et al., 

2017). Physical conditioning appears to confer no protection (Milledge et al., 

1991; Savourey et al., 1995; Karinen et al., 2012) and aging is not a risk factor 

of AMS development (Y. Wu et al., 2018; Gianfredi et al., 2020). Although 

older age has typically been considered protective in the past, this is most 

likely due to a more appropriate pacing in the elderly compared to the young, 

and thus, is likely more influenced by ascent rate. A recent systematic review 

analysed 111 studies including 53,603 participants investigating various 

aspects of high-altitude related illness, and confirmed that ascent rate, 

maximum altitude, study population and geographical location were all 

independent predictors of AMS (Waeber et al., 2015). The study confirmed the 

importance of ascent profile, but interestingly also discovered that AMS 

development varies depending on study design (Waeber et al., 2015). This 

may reflect a limitation of standardization in field studies conducting 

experiments at high-altitude. The reported incidence varies between 10 – 25% 

in non-acclimatized lowlanders ascending to 2500 masl (Bärtsch & Swenson, 

2013), and 40 – 90% during fast ascent to 4500 – 6000 masl (Hackett et al., 1976; 

Luks et al., 2017).  

 

Typically, there is an asymptomatic period between three to 12 hours 

after arrival to altitudes above 2500 masl (Hackett & Roach, 2001; West, 2004). 

The condition is self-limiting and symptoms usually subside after two to three 

days at a given altitude (West, 2012b). However, if caution is not taken and 

further ascent to higher altitude continued, the severity of the condition may 

increase, leading to HACE, proposed as an end-stage manifestation of AMS 

(Gallagher & Hackett, 2004). The pathophysiology of HACE is unclear, 

however vasogenic cerebral oedema and increased blood-brain barrier 

permeability have been observed in individuals with HACE, which may 

result from hypoxia-induced regional overperfusion (Gallagher & Hackett, 

2004). HAPE may also develop in susceptible individuals due to alveolar 
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capillary leakage because of severe and uneven hypoxic pulmonary 

vasoconstriction, however, not necessarily preceded by AMS (West, 2012b). 

HAPE is characterized by dyspnea, cough, chest tightness and blood-tinged 

sputum, and early signs include tachycardia, cyanosis and severe arterial O2 

desaturation (Neupane & Swenson, 2017). Both HACE and HAPE can 

potentially result in coma and death if caution is not taken and further ascent 

interrupted (Bailey et al., 2009; Imray et al., 2010; Neupane & Swenson, 2017). 

The incidence of HAPE and HACE is lower than AMS, between 1-15% 

depending on altitude, rate of ascent, and individual susceptibility (Gallagher 

& Hackett, 2004; Neupane & Swenson, 2017). Because of the substantial 

individual variation in AMS development at any given altitude, researchers 

have long suspected that genetic differences may account for this variability, 

which has recently been reported (MacInnis et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2020). Thus, 

AMS susceptibility is likely determined by a combination between 

environmental exposure and genetic factors. 

 

Can high-altitude related illnesses be predicted? 

 

To date the pathophysiology of the maladaptive responses associated 

with high-altitude hypoxia are unclear (Imray et al., 2010). This lack of 

information has subsequently spurred the idea that there must exist some 

fundamental factors that determine individual susceptibility to AMS, which 

is crucial to prevent serious health problems during high-altitude sojourns. In 

the past decades, an abundance of studies of various physiological variables 

have been conducted to establish a reliable prediction model (Mathew et al., 

1983; Roach et al., 1998; Bärtsch et al., 2002; Karinen et al., 2010; Karinen et al., 

2012; Nespoulet et al., 2012; Oliver et al., 2012; Richalet et al., 2012; Canouï-

Poitrine et al., 2014).  

 

Many investigators have found associations between AMS and 

individual SaO2 measured at high-altitude. Both field investigations between 

3800–6300 masl (Roach et al., 1998; Burtscher et al., 2004; Karinen et al., 2010; 

Karinen et al., 2012; Oliver et al., 2012; Richalet et al., 2012) and laboratory 

experiments using simulated altitude (Loeppky et al., 2008; Nespoulet et al., 

2012). Roach et al., (1998) found a negative association between AMS and SaO2. 

They measured SaO2 at 4200 masl whereas AMS scores were measured at 

further ascent to 6194 masl. They found that a SaO2 above 81% was associated 

with protection against the development of AMS. Karinen et al., (2010) 

compared resting SaO2 and post-exercise SaO2 during ascent to 5300 masl 
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with the subsequent development of AMS. At 3000 masl neither resting nor 

post exercise SaO2 was different between AMS susceptible individuals and 

controls. However, at 3500 and 4300 masl both resting and post-exercise SaO2 

were lower in individuals who developed AMS at higher altitudes. Post-

exercise SaO2 was considered a better predictive variable. Furthermore, 

Burtscher et al., (2004) used a retrospective design and divided their 150 

participants based on AMS susceptibility. They revealed that SaO2 values 

measured 20–30 minutes following normobaric hypoxia (FiO2 = 10-15%) or 

hypobaric hypoxia (2000-4500 masl), were on average 5% lower in the group 

that were susceptible to AMS. Guo et al. (2014) conducted a systematic meta-

analysis, whereby 12 studies were examined, including 614 AMS susceptible 

individuals and 1025 controls, and concluded that SaO2 measured above 3000 

masl was lower in the individuals susceptible to AMS. Conversely, some 

researchers have failed to find any association between AMS and SaO2 at 

high-altitude (or simulated equivalent) (Dyer et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2012). 

Chen et al. (2012), in a study involving 787 participants, concluded that the 

small difference in SaO2 was not clinically meaningful and subsequently SaO2 

was, in their opinion, not a reliable predictor variable for AMS. The 

mechanism of lower SaO2 among AMS individuals is not clear. Various causes 

have been suggested, including mild interstitial oedema (Luks et al., 2017; 

Oliver et al., 2012), hypoventilation (Burtscher et al., 2004; Savourey et al., 

1995), impaired autonomic blood flow regulation resulting in diffusion 

impairments (Loeppky et al., 2008) and impaired vascular acclimatization 

(Bruno et al., 2016).  

 

The observed lower SaO2 in AMS susceptible individuals could result 

from a low HVR. A high HVR is associated with superior performance at 

high-altitude (Schoene et al., 1984; Masuyama et al., 1986; Townsend et al., 

2016). Nonetheless, HVR in regard to AMS susceptibility is somewhat 

controversial. Some investigators have found associations between HVR and 

AMS (Mathew et al., 1983; Nespoulet et al., 2012; Richalet et al., 2012; Canouï-

Poitrine et al., 2014). In a previous study including 1326 participants, lower 

HVR and SaO2 during exercise were observed (Richalet et al., 2012), 

suggesting a blunted chemoreceptor response in persons susceptible to AMS. 

Conversely some authors have failed to find any association (Milledge et al., 

1991; Hohenhaus et al., 1995; Savourey et al., 1995; Bärtsch et al., 2002). In 

addition to SaO2 and HVR, short apneic duration, dizziness during 

hyperventilation and a severe gag reflex at sea-level have also been suggested 

as independent predictors of AMS development (Austin & Sleigh, 1995). HR 
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variability (HRV) was recently also found to be associated with development 

of AMS (Karinen et al., 2012), however, others have reported no association 

(Boos et al., 2017). Therefore, despite all past work, to date AMS susceptibility 

cannot be accurately predicted at sea-level prior to ascent. 

 

Consequently, there is a need for a reliable method to predict AMS and 

it would be advantageous if such a test could be used at sea-level before 

departure to high-altitude. This thesis explores the possibility that an apnea 

test, that naturally induces hypoxia at low-altitude could be a useful method 

to assess individual AMS susceptibility (Study 1). 

1.4 Implications for The Role of The Diving Response and 

Splenic Contraction at High-altitude 
 

To date, no study has investigated whether the apnea-induced 

responses relate with the physiological responses at high-altitude. A recent 

laboratory investigation using a hypoxic chamber, observed an association 

between the apnea-induced HR reduction, characterizing the cardiovascular 

diving response, and SpO2 during exposure to normobaric hypoxia in non-

divers (FiO2 10.7% equivalent to ~5300 masl). This association shows that 

individuals with an efficient diving response during apnea are able to 

maintain higher SpO2 during short-term normobaric hypoxic eupnea than 

those with a less pronounced response (Starfelt et al., 2018), i.e. the 

cardiovascular diving response is to some extent associated with normobaric 

hypoxia. Conceivably, this indicates that the diving response could be a 

valuable marker of high-altitude hypoxia tolerance in the field. Additionally, 

the above-mentioned laboratory investigations, exhibiting splenic contraction 

and elevated Hb during normobaric hypoxia exposure (Richardson et al., 2008; 

Lodin-Sundström & Schagatay, 2010) and the longitudinal observations, 

suggesting a role of the splenic contraction at high-altitude (Engan et al., 2014; 

Rodríguez-Zamora et al., 2015), collectively suggest that splenic contraction 

could have a role at high-altitude as well. It is currently unknown whether or 

not the cardiovascular diving response and splenic volume and contraction 

are related with AMS symptoms development at high-altitude, and if so, to 

what extent. This needs to be further investigated in the field, at high-altitude. 

 

Furthermore, to date, splenic function at high-altitude is not completely 

understood. For example, between group differences and short-term effects, 

particularly the time-course of a putative splenic contraction and the ensuing 
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Hb elevation during incremental ascent to high-altitude has not been studied 

over 5000 masl previously. Additionally, while the splenic response is 

enhanced in freedivers, it is currently unknown whether groups at high-

altitude (i.e., indigenous Sherpa and elite climbers) demonstrate similar 

enhancements of splenic volume and contraction. Another group that could 

possibly benefit from a splenic contraction-induced Hb elevation is elite 

endurance athletes. The practical importance of the exercise-induced splenic 

contraction of elite biathletes has not been studied. It is also to date unknown 

whether such putative enhancements in splenic volume and contraction are 

determined by genetic factors or environmental-induced factors, or plausibly 

a combination of both. 

 

While it is known that the cardiovascular diving response is more 

pronounced in experienced freedivers, there exists a paucity of research 

regarding the response in high-altitude Sherpa. Neither are there any 

accounts of the cardiovascular diving response in endurance athletes. The 

highly efficient cardiovascular system of elite endurance could plausibly be 

reflected in cardiovascular adjustments of the diving response as well.  

 

 

 
Figure 4. (B) Recreational trekkers crossing a suspended bridge during incremental ascent to 

Mount Everest basecamp. Photo by Wes Lefferts.  
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2 Aims and Hypothesis 

This thesis includes five studies, with the overarching aim to explore 

whether associations exist between apnea-induced responses and responses 

to high-altitude exposure. 
 

Study 1: Are the diving response and the spleen linked with high-

altitude tolerance? The aim was to investigate whether the magnitude of the 

apnea-induced HR reduction, characterising the cardiovascular diving 

response, the apnea-induced splenic contraction and splenic volume at sea-

level predict AMS symptoms development during incremental ascent to high-

altitude in lowlanders. 

We hypothesized that the apnea-induced HR reduction, apnea-induced 

splenic contraction and resting splenic volume would be negatively 

associated with AMS symptoms. 

 

Study 2: Do high-altitude climbers exhibit enhanced splenic volume 

and contraction? The aim was to determine the resting splenic volume and to 

what extent apnea-induced splenic contraction occurs in elite high-altitude 

climbers at low-altitude compared with recreational trekkers.  

We hypothesized that the high-altitude climbers would have larger 

spleens and a more pronounced apnea-induced splenic contraction compared 

with recreational trekkers. 

 

Study 3: Are the studied responses present in indigenous Sherpa, and 

are they genetically or environmentally determined? The aim was to 

determine the resting splenic volume and to what extent apnea-induced 

splenic contraction occurs in two different Sherpa groups compared with 

lowlanders, to reveal whether splenic size is determined by genetic 

predisposition or environmental exposure. The magnitude of the apnea-

induced HR reduction was also measured in these groups at low-altitude.  

We hypothesized that Sherpa who currently reside at high-altitude 

would exhibit larger spleens, both by genetic adaptation and by exposure 

induced effects, Sherpa who relocated to low-altitude may have lost any 

exposure induced effects, and thus display smaller splenic volumes, while 

lowlanders, were expected to display neither genetic, nor exposure induced 

splenic changes, and thus exhibit smaller spleens compared with both Sherpa 

groups. In a similar way, it was hypothesised that the Sherpa residing at high-
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altitude would have a more pronounced apnea-induced HR reduction 

compared with the Sherpa residing at low-altitude, and that Sherpa residing 

at low-altitude would have a stronger response than the lowlanders. 

Study 4: How does the spleen work at high-altitude? The aim was to 

investigate splenic volume, splenic contraction and the apnea-induced HR 

reduction during incremental ascent to high-altitude in non-acclimatized 

lowlanders. 

We hypothesized that splenic volume would decrease during ascent to 

high-altitude and the apneas would elicit further splenic contractions. It was 

also hypothesized that the apnea-induced HR reduction would increase 

progressively with ascent to high-altitude. 

 

Study 5: Do endurance athletes exhibit enhanced apnea-induced 

responses? The aim was to compare splenic volume, apnea-induced splenic 

contraction, Hb elevation, and the HR reduction between elite biathletes and 

untrained individuals. In addition, splenic contraction and Hb elevation was 

also investigated in relation to short-distance exercise performance. 

The elite biathletes were hypothesized to have larger splenic volumes 

and greater apnea-induced splenic contraction and Hb elevation, as well as a 

more pronounced HR reduction compared with untrained individuals. It was 

also hypothesized that there would be an association between exercise-

induced splenic contraction and exercise performance for the biathletes. 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Participants 

 

In the current thesis, 118 healthy participants volunteered to take part 

in five different studies. The characteristics of the participants are presented 

in Table 2. The participants in each study were recruited purposefully based 

on their previous high-altitude exposure (Study 1-4) or high volume of quality 

training (Study 5). Study 1 included native lowland residents, who had not 

been exposed to altitudes above 3000 masl in the last two months and were 

thus considered non-acclimatized, who were part of a trekking expedition to 

EBC. Study 2 included high-altitude climbers and recreational trekkers. The 

trekkers intended to reach EBC, without previous altitude exposure above 

3000 masl in the last two months prior to testing and were also considered 

non-acclimatized. The elite climbers on the other hand, had the ambition and 

preparation to summit Mount Everest and had all been over 6000 masl 

previously with a mean climbing altitude of 6390 ± 2360 masl and were 

considered elite climbers. Study 3 included three groups: (1) Sherpa residing 

at high-altitude (Sherpa-high) who were currently living above 2500 masl and 

working as trekking or climbing guides. All of them had been repeatedly 

exposed to altitudes above 5500 masl, and all but three of them in the last 2 

months. (2) Sherpa who had migrated to and been residing in Kathmandu 

(1370 masl) for a minimum of two years (Sherpa-low), and did not work at 

high-altitude. The Sherpa-low had not been exposed to altitudes above 3000 

masl in the last two months, but all of them had visited these altitudes in the 

past. (3) Native Nepalese lowlanders (Nepalese-low) who were all born and 

resided permanently in Kathmandu, only two of which had ever visited 

altitudes above 3000 masl, but not in the last two months. They did not belong 

to any ethnic population with Tibetan origin, nor did they work in 

environments, which would expose them to hypoxia. In study 4, the 

participants were all non-acclimatized native lowlanders, without prior high-

altitude exposure, who intended to reach EBC. Study 5 included elite 

biathletes, recruited based on their high physical training volumes, whereas a 

control group was included based on their low physical training volume. 

None of the participants in this thesis had any prior apneic diving experience. 

 

Studies 1-4 all required specific sample populations and comprised 

research expeditions to high-altitude. Given that conducting measurements 
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in field-work contexts often results in recruitment limitations, sample size 

considerations included convenience sampling. Similarly, study 5 included 

national elite biathletes, who were recruited via convenience sampling from 

the Swedish national biathlon team. Participants in study 1-3 were recruited 

through personal communication via travel/mountaineering agencies. The 

participants of study 4 were Canadian and American bachelor students as 

part of a research expedition. The participants in study 5 represented the 

Swedish national biathlon team, recruited via the Department of Health 

Sciences at Mid Sweden University, as was the control group. Parts of the 

samples of studies 2 (six climbers and six trekkers) and 3 (seven Sherpa-high) 

were collected in 2011.  

 

 

Table 2. Participants characteristics of study 1 - 5, mean ± SD.     

Study n Population Sex  Age  

Body 

mass  Height  

Vital 

capacity  

      (f/m) (yr) (kg) (cm)  (L) 

Study 1 18 Non-acclimatized lowlanders 8/10 44 ± 1 72 ± 1 174 ± 8 4.8 ± 0.8 

Study 2 12 High-altitude climbers  3/9 39 ± 8 78 ± 2 178 ± 9  5.7 ± 1.2 

  12 Non-acclimitzed trekkers 3/9 41 ± 1 79 ± 2 175 ± 9 4.8 ± 1.3 

Study 3 21 Sherpa residing at high-altitude 0/21 33 ± 9 70 ± 9 169 ± 6 4.5 ± 0.8 

  7 Sherpa residing at low-altitude 0/7 24 ± 5 70 ± 2 172 ± 4 3.9 ± 0.8 

  10 Native Nepalese lowlanders 0/10 23 ± 4 65 ± 6 166 ± 4 3.9 ± 0.4 

Study 4 9 Non-acclimatized lowlanders 3/6 22 ± 2 65 ± 1 170 ± 1 n/a 

Study 5 12 Elite Biathletes  7/5 24 ± 3 69 ± 8 174 ± 9 n/a 

  12 Untrained 6/6 30 ± 6 70 ± 1 170 ± 6 n/a 

f = female, m = male, yr = year, kg = kilograms, cm = centimetres, L = litres 

 

3.1.1 Ethical considerations 

 

All studies were performed in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki 

and approved by regional ethical review boards in Umeå, Sweden (Study 1, 

2, 3, 5), in Nepal (Study 1 - 4) and in Calgary, Canada and Syracuse, USA 

(Study 4). This thesis was financially supported by the Swedish National 

Centre for Research in Sports (CIF) and Mid Sweden University. 
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3.2 Procedures and Measurements 
 

A summary of the methods is provided here. For more details, the 

reader is referred to the individual articles. The general study designs of study 

1-5 are presented in Table 3. In study 1-4, the experimental procedure 

included an apnea test in Kathmandu at 1370 masl (Figure 5). Studies 1 and 4 

also included a high-altitude field expedition in the Nepal Himalayas, which 

included incremental ascent to EBC. The experiment of study 5 consisted of 

two parts: (1) an apnea test, which was completed by both groups (biathletes 

and controls); and (2) a roller-skiing exercise performance test, which was 

completed by the biathletes only. Study 5 was conducted in Östersund at an 

altitude of 300 masl. Study 1-4 were conducted in the spring of 2018, with 

follow-up collections of study 3 in the autumn of 2018, and study 5 was 

conducted in the autumn of 2019. 

 

 

Table 3. Overview of study designs of Study 1 – 5.   

Study Test High-altitude Splenic Diving response 

  protocol measurements measurements measurements 

Study 1 3 apneas at 1370 masl ascent to 4410 masl at 1370 masl at 1370 masl 

Study 2 2 apneas at 1370 masl na at 1370 masl na 

Study 3 3 apneas at 1370 masl na at 1370 masl at 1370 masl 

Study 4 2 apneas during ascent ascent to 5160 masl 

incremental 

ascent incremental ascent 

Study 5 1 apnea + roller-skiing TT na 300 masl 300 masl 
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Figure 5. The experimental laboratory setup in Kathmandu, wherein Professor Erika Schagatay 

(left), Prakash Limbu (middle left) and PhD student Pontus Holmström (right) carried out an 

apnea test on a climber leaving for Mount Everest base camp the following morning.  

 

 

3.2.1 High-altitude exposure 

 

Following the apnea test in Kathmandu (day 0), study 1 and 4 

commenced with a high-altitude trek to EBC. In study 1, 22 participants 

trekked together in three smaller groups, guided by Sherpa. Their ascent 

profile included two rest days and took nine days to reach Gorak Shep (5160 

masl). During ascent the participants self-documented their AMS symptoms 

via the Lake Louise Questionnaire (LLQ) and recorded their HR and SpO2 

each morning at seven locations. They also noted whether any medication 

was ingested. In study 4, 10 participants trekked a similar ascent profile, led 

by experienced Sherpa guides and research staff, and reached 5160 masl on 

day nine. The participants in study 4 also self-documented their AMS 

symptoms, using LLQ, in addition to recording HR and SpO2 each morning 

at seven altitude location during ascent. Study 4 also included an apnea test 

with associated splenic and apnea-induced HR response measurements at 

two different altitude locations: Namche (3440 masl; day 3), Pheriche (4240 

masl; day 7) and an additional collection of resting values at Gorak Shep (5160 

masl, day 10, Figure 6). In study 4, resting ancillary measures were taken on 

the mornings of test days between 06.00 and 08.00 h local time, to characterize 

steady-state cardiorespiratory responses to incremental ascent to high-

altitude. These measurements also included single finger capillary blood 

samples for measurements of Hb. 
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Figure 6. Ascent profile over 10 days of incremental ascent to high-altitude, including data 

collection in Kathmandu (1400 masl; day 0), Namche (3440 masl; day 3), Pheriche (4240 masl; day 

7) and Gorak Shep (5160 masl; day 10) used in study 4. 

 

3.2.1.1 Lake Louise questionnaire (LLQ) 

 

The LLQ is a self-administered questionnaire consisting of five items 

quantifying the presence of the most frequent AMS symptoms, including: (1) 

headache, (2) gastrointestinal symptoms, (3) fatigue, (4) dizziness, and (5) 

difficulty sleeping. Each item is graded on a scale from 0 (no symptom) to 3 

(severe symptom) as described by Roach et al. (1993), and added for a score 

out of a possible 15. 

 

3.2.2 Apnea test protocols 

 

The apnea test protocols were similar, but the number of apneas 

differed between the included studies. All apnea tests were conducted during 

rest in a sitting position.  

Study 1 and 3 included a series of three static apneas, with two minutes 

of breathing recovery between each apnea. The apnea series was preceded by 

a minimum of 10 minutes of sitting rest. A two-minute countdown preceded 

each apnea. The first apnea (A1) was time-limited to 60 seconds, in order to 

allow comparisons of apnea-induced responses between participants, 

whereas the following two were of maximal voluntary duration (A2 and A3). 

A3 was preceded by hyperventilation, in order to reduce PCO2, aiming to 
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achieve longer duration apneas and subsequently possibly more pronounced 

physiological responses. Following A3, the participants rested for 10 minutes.  

Study 2, was identical to previous studies for most participants, but 

only included A1 (time-limited) and A2 (maximal duration), due to time-

limitations of the participants. Following A2, the participants rested for five 

minutes. However, in six of the climbers (one woman) in study 2, the two 

apneas were followed by a third, maximal apnea (without hyperventilation) 

in order to trigger a maximal splenic contraction and to detect its effect on Hb.  

In study 4, two maximal voluntary static apneas were used, which 

similarly as the other protocols, included a two minute-rest period between 

apneas. Study 4 also included a 12-minute sitting rest prior to the first apnea 

and 10-minute recovery following the last apnea.  

Finally, in study 5, following five minutes of sitting rest, one maximal 

voluntary static apnea was performed, after which an additional five minutes 

of rest followed. As the apnea test was followed by the exercise test, the apnea 

protocol needed be short due to time restrictions of the participants. 

In studies 1, 2, 3 and 5, the participants were handed a nose-clip 30 

seconds prior to each apnea and when 10 seconds remained a second-by 

second countdown began. In study 4, participants were handed a nose-clip 

after which a five-breath count was used to notify the participants when to 

start each apnea. In all studies, apneas were preceded by spontaneous 

breathing and started following a normal expiration and an inspiration on the 

request to take a deep but not maximal breath, resulting in approximately 85% 

of VC (Schagatay & Holm, 1996). As a safety measure, if SpO2 fell below 60-

65%, participants were required to terminate the apnea and resume breathing, 

to avoid risk of hypoxic syncope. This never occurred. Upon reaching their 

maximal duration for voluntary breath-hold, the participants were instructed 

to terminate the apnea and resuming spontaneous breathing, and removed 

the nose-clip. 

 

3.2.3 Roller-skiing test 

 

In study 5, a roller-skiing test was performed on a motor-driven 

treadmill using the skating technique. Participants performed a standardized 

warm-up for six minutes at the same workload as for the first submaximal 

exercise stage during the subsequent test. The submaximal test consisted of 

four to six workloads, each lasting four minutes, where the gradient was 

constant (3.5 for women, 4.5 for men) and the speed increased by 0.42 m/s (1.5 
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km/h) for every workload. The women commenced at a velocity of 1.94 m/s 

(7 km/h), whereas the men commenced at 2.22 m/s (8 km/h). The submaximal 

test was terminated when the following criteria were met: respiratory 

exchange ratio (RER) >1.00, 𝑉̇  E/ 𝑉̇  O > 30, HR ≥ 90% of the known maximal HR, 

and RPE was ≥16 out of 20 (Laaksonen et al., 2020). After the submaximal 

workloads, the participants performed four minutes of active recovery at the 

same speed and incline as the first workload, followed by five minutes of 

passive recovery, where they were able to use the restroom and drink water. 

Subsequently, the participants performed a five-minute re-warmup, 

including three sprints lasting 15 seconds at a subjectively chosen “race pace,” 

before commencing the TT. The women were instructed to complete 900 m at 

a 3.5 gradient and the men instructed to complete 1000 m at a 4.5 gradient. 

Speed adjustments were made by the athletes moving forward and backward 

on the treadmill, with a steering system consisting of two laser beams 

detecting their position (Swarén et al., 2013). 

 

3.2.4 Measurements 

3.2.4.1 Splenic ultrasound measurements 

 

Splenic size was measured on the left dorsal side of the body via 

ultrasonic imaging (M-Turbo Ultrasound system, FUJIFILM Sonosite Inc., 

Bothell, WA USA) by an experienced sonographer (Pontus Holmström) while 

the participants were seated vertically on a chair. Measurements were taken 

each minute for 10 (Study 1) and five minutes (Study 2-5) during the rest 

period, prior to A1, and immediately after the termination of each apnea. 

Following the last apnea, splenic measurements were taken each minute for 

five (Study 2-5) and 10 (Study 1) minutes of rest. In addition, in study 5, 

splenic measurements were also collected each minute for five minutes 

following the TT. During each minute, two ultrasound images were frozen 

and the maximal splenic length (L), thickness (T; Figure 7A) and width (W; 

Figure 7B) were measured. 
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Figure 7. Splenic measurements were collected from the dorsal side of the body in the 

longitudinal and transverse plane from three axial splenic diameters of maximal splenic (A) 

length (L), thickness at hilum (T) and (B) width (W). 

 

3.2.4.2 Cardiorespiratory measurements 

 

In order to continuously record HR and SpO2 during apneas, a finger 

pulse oximeter (MedAir LifeSense LS1-9R, MedAir AB, Delsbo, Sweden) was 

used with sensors attached to the index finger. Data were stored via a memory 

unit (TrendSense, Nonin Medical Inc, MedAir AB, Hudiksvall, Sweden), for 

subsequent analysis (Study 1, 3 and 5). In study 4, HR was collected 

continuously throughout the apnea series by electrocardiogram (ECG; lead II 

configuration; ADI bioamp ML132) and was calculated from R–R interval 

(60/period). SpO2 was collected simultaneously via a peripheral finger pulse 

oximeter (ADI ML320). HR and SpO2 were recorded from baseline until the 

end of the apnea protocols. In study 5, HR was also recorded throughout the 

roller-skiing test via electrocardiographic signal from a chest strap (Polar 

V800, Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) and expired air was sampled 

continuously at 10-seconds intervals (model C, Innovision A/S, Odense, 

Denmark). The measurements at high-altitude were all collected each 

morning at rest in a seated position. HR and SpO2 were measured over 2-4 

minutes, using a portable finger pulse oximeter (Study 4: Masimo SET Rad-5, 

Danderyd, Sweden; Study 1: Nonin Medical, Inc., Medair AB, Delsbo, 

Sweden). 
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3.2.4.3 Haematological measurements 

 

Fingertip capillary blood samples for the measurement of Hb were 

analysed immediately after sampling via a hemoglobinometer (HemoCue Hb 

201 Microcuvettes). In study 2 and 4, a total of three measurements were taken 

for Hb across the apnea test, using one (Study 4) or duplicate (Study 2) 

sample(s) at each occasion: (a) at the end of sitting rest period, (b) immediately 

following the last apnea, and (c) at the end of recovery. Study 5 included 

similar blood samples as study 2 and 4, but with triplicate samples at each 

occasion, and two additional measurements: (d) immediately after the TT and 

(e) five minutes after the TT. 

3.3 Analyses and Calculations 

 

3.3.1 Splenic volume  

 

Measurements of the maximal splenic length (L), thickness (T), and 

width (W) were used to calculate splenic volume according to the Pilström 

equation (Schagatay et al., 2005):  

 

Vspleen = [L𝜋 (WT − T2) ∕3] 

 

The formula describes the difference between two ellipsoids, based on 

the observed average shape of the spleen, and has been used in similar 

experiments involving splenic volume assessments in association with apnea 

and exercise (Engan et al., 2014). All included studies used a similar method 

to calculate baseline splenic volume, which relies on averaging the two 

consecutive maximal measurements values from the rest period before the 

first apnea. A five-minute period for baseline volume calculations was used 

(Study 1-5). This “two consecutive maximal measurements” method was 

specifically chosen aiming to limit any influence of measurement error that 

may occur due to pulsatile changes in splenic volume and/or minor changes 

in probe placement (Schagatay et al., 2012). This method likely mirrors a valid 

representation of resting splenic volume, as two similar successive values 

within one-minute intervals could possibly exclude values due to pulsatile 

blood flow (Cesta, 2006) and different probe placements. Individual splenic 

contraction (volume reduction) was then calculated as an absolute (mL) and 

relative (%) change in the volume from baseline to the nadir following apneas 
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and the TT test. Splenic volume recovery was assessed by comparing baseline 

volume with the volume five minutes following the last apnea (Study 1-5) and 

TT (Study 5). 

 

3.3.2 Apnea-induced HR reduction 

 

The magnitude of the diving response was quantified by the apnea-

induced HR reduction, as a percentage of baseline HR. Both the period during 

the apnea at which HR is analysed and the reference point (i.e., baseline HR) 

may influence the magnitude of the bradycardic response, that is the apnea-

induced HR reduction, and are therefore important considerations. The 

reference HR was obtained by averaging the HR during the period 90 – 30 

seconds prior to apnea onset (Studies 1, 3, 4 and 5) (Andersson & Schagatay, 

1998). The apnea-induced HR generally shows three phases, (1) an initial 

tachycardia, followed by (2) a decline phase, and after about 20-30 seconds (3) 

a final levelling out of the HR occurs (Lin, 1982). The relative HR reduction 

was computed by use of two different methods in the current thesis. In studies 

1, 4 and 5, the mean HR across the apnea duration, excluding the first 30 

seconds (phases 1 and 2), thereby eliminating the tachycardia and decline 

phase (Andersson & Schagatay, 1998), was calculated, as a percentage change 

from the baseline HR (mean HR reduction). The maximal HR reduction was 

also calculated, as the percentage change between the baseline reference HR 

and the HR nadir during each apnea (Studies 1, 3 and 4). 

 

3.3.3 AMS symptoms development 

 

In both study 1 and 4, the participants of each study followed the same 

ascent profile, therefore LLQ score could be quantified as an accumulated 

median LLQ score throughout ascent. Quantification of AMS symptoms 

throughout ascent via the accumulated LLQ score may likely minimize any 

influence of the many contraindications of AMS, associated with high-altitude 

headache (e.g. exhaustion, dehydration, infection, hangover, migraine), 

which all may lead to some degree of headache (Luks et al., 2017), which is 

the primary symptom included in the diagnostic criteria of AMS (Roach et al., 

1993). Importantly, there were no attempts to diagnose AMS, instead self-

reported AMS symptoms development were used as an outcome variable. 

Furthermore, in study 1, AMS symptoms were used to evaluate altitude 

tolerance by dividing the participants into subgroups, using a median split 
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based on individual accumulated LLQ scores: low-LLQ group (LLQ ≤ 6 p); 

medium-LLQ group (LLQ 7–12 p) and high-LLQ group (LLQ ≥ 13 p). 

 

3.3.4 Arterial O2 saturation 

 

During the apnea tests, baseline SpO2 was defined as the mean SpO2 

from 90 to 30 seconds before the first apnea. For apnea-induced O2 

desaturation, the circulatory delay from the lung to the finger was accounted 

for by calculating the SpO2 as the percentage change between baseline SpO2 

and the lowest SpO2, observed from initiation of each apnea until 30 seconds 

after the apnea (Study 1, 3, 4 and 5). For measurements at high-altitude, SpO2 

was averaged over 2-4 minutes, in order to reduce any influence of cyclic 

variations in SpO2 (Study 1 and 4). 

 

3.3.5 Statistical analysis 

 

Data are presented as means ± standard deviation (SD), while LLQ 

scores are presented as median (range) and were analysed using SPSS 

Statistics 24.0 for Windows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) (Study 1-5). 

Statistically significant differences were denoted at p < 0.05 (Study 1-5). 

Shapiro– Wilks and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests were used to assess if study 

variables were normally distributed (Study 1-5). Differences between groups 

were assessed using independent samples t-tests, (Study 1, 2, 3 and 5), while 

paired samples t-tests were conducted to assess within-group differences 

between conditions (Study 5). For repeated measurements, the assessments of 

within-group differences were conducted using a one-way repeated-

measures ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustments for multiple comparisons 

(Study 1-5). A mixed model ANOVA was conducted to evaluate the effects of 

training volume (athletes/controls, Study 5) and altitude exposure 

(climbers/trekkers, Study 2) on splenic volume and Hb changes. To determine 

the change in resting splenic volume, Hb and SpO2 over time at altitude (i.e. 

regression slope), a linear mixed model with a random intercept was 

conducted in R software (lme package; R Core Team, Vienna, Austria). Model 

assumptions were checked by visual inspection of residual plots (Study 4). 

Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients (r) were used to quantify 

associations between parametric variables (Study 1, 3, 4 and 5) and 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (rs) were used for nonparametric 

variables (Study 1, 3, 5). A binomial logistic regression was performed to 
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analyse the prediction value of apnea-induced HR reduction and resting 

splenic volume on AMS symptoms development (Study 1). To assess the 

correlation between dependent variables during high-altitude ascent, a 

repeated measures correlation (rrm) was used in R software (rmcorr package; 

R Core Team), which was used to correct for dependent observations 

(Bakdash & Marusich, 2017) (Study 4). The magnitude of observed effects was 

estimated by the standardized mean difference using Cohen’s d effect size 

(ES), computed as the mean difference divided by the pooled SD. ESs are 

presented with 95% confidence intervals (CI) and an ES of 0.2 – 0.3 was 

considered small, 0.4 – 0.7 as medium, and ≥ 0.8 as large (Lee, 2016) (Study 1-

5). 

3.4 Meta-Analysis of Splenic Volume 

 

In order to statistically analyse the results from the individual studies 

in regard to splenic size, with the purpose to integrate the findings to a single 

estimate, a meta-analysis was carried out using fixed-effect models in R 

software (version 4.1.2, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 

Austria) using the metafor package (version 3.0-2) (Viechtbauer, 2010). 

Inclusion criteria were based on previous altitude (Study 2: climbers n = 12, 

study 3: Sherpa-high n = 21, Sherpa-low n = 7) and exercise (Study 5: biathletes 

n = 12) exposure compared with no exposure (Study 2: trekkers n = 12, study 

3: Nepalese lowlanders n = 10, study 5: untrained controls n = 12). 

3.5 Test-Retest Reliability of Ultrasonographic Assessment 

of Splenic Volume 
 

While magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography are the 

gold standard for assessments of splenic size in clinical settings (Yetter et al., 

2003; Inoue et al., 2013), ultrasonography is particularly suited due to its 

portability and easy utilization in field-work context. However, 

ultrasonography is associated with subjective assessments of relevant 

landmarks, potentially resulting in increased variability. Consequently, 

reliability of splenic values on repeated measurements becomes particularly 

important for both within- and between group comparisons.  

 

Therefore, by adopting a test-retest design, we aimed to determine the 

reliability of splenic measurements associated with (1) the method used to 
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calculate baseline volume in the current thesis (“two consecutive maximal 

measurements”) and (2) with the Pilström equation, which was used to 

calculate the volume from the ultrasonographic measurements.  

 

12 healthy participants (six females), performed two identical apnea 

tests (test 1 and test 2) with a baseline collection of five minutes. Test 1 and 

test 2 were separated by 15 minutes. Each test comprised one static apnea of 

maximal voluntary duration in air, and used a similar procedure as described 

above. Splenic measurements were also collected and analysed exactly as 

studies 1-5. A prolate ellipsoid volume equation (𝑉̇𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑛 = L x T x W x 0.524) 

(Chow et al., 2016) and the equation proposed by Koga, which only uses 

splenic length and thickness (𝑉̇𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑛 =(7.53S – 77.56) (Koga, 1979), were used 

to compare against. In order to compare reliability measures of different 

methods of establishing baseline volume, a “mean of all measures” was also 

computed, simply as an average of all splenic measures obtained from the 

five-minute period prior to the apnea and “one single measure”, which was 

taken as the value one-minute prior the apnea. Reliability was assessed by 

intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) and by coefficient of variation (CV), 

which was calculated as the SD of the individual mean value of test 1 and test 

2, after which the square root of the mean CV squared was calculated. 
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4 Results 

 

4.1.1 Apnea-induced responses at low-altitude in non-acclimatized 

lowlanders (Study 1) 

 

In study 1, most participants developed mild AMS symptoms during 

high-altitude ascent, with a large individual variation in median accumulated 

LLQ score (range: 0 – 22 at 4410 masl). 

 

The apnea-induced HR reduction at low-altitude was negatively 

correlated with accumulated LLQ score during incremental ascent to 4410 

masl for A1 (rs = -0.628, p = 0.005, Figure 8A) and A3 (rs = -0.488, p = 0.040), but 

not for A2 (rs = -0.379, p = 0.121). The apnea-induced HR reduction was also 

positively correlated with SpO2 at 4410 masl (A1: r = 0.655, p = 0.003; A2: r = 

0.471, p = 0.049; A3: r = 0.635, p = 0.005). Additionally, resting splenic volume 

at low-altitude correlated negatively with LLQ score during ascent to high-

altitude (rs = −0.479, p = 0.044, Figure 8B), but no correlation existed between 

apnea-induced contraction and LLQ score (rs = -0.350, p = 0.155). 

 

 
Figure 8. Correlation plots of accumulated Lake Louise Questionnaire (LLQ) score at 4410 masl 

altitude in non-acclimatized lowlanders (N = 18) with (A) the magnitude of HR (heart rate) 

reduction (%) during Apnea 1 (A1) and (B) resting (baseline) splenic volume at low-altitude. 

 

The apnea-induced HR reduction, during A1 was more pronounced (p 

= 0.014, ES: 1.73 [0.3–2.9], Figure 9A) and resting splenic volume was greater 

(p = 0.027, ES: 1.59 [0.19–2.75], Figure 9B) in the low-LLQ group compared 

with the high-LLQ group. 
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Figure 9. Magnitude of the heart rate (HR) reduction (A) and resting (baseline) splenic volume at 

low-altitude (B) for the subgroups according to their AMS (acute mountain sickness) symptoms 

development: Low Lake Louise Questionnaire (LLQ) score (n = 6), Medium LLQ score (n = 6) and 

High LLQ score (n = 6). * = p < 0.05. 

4.1.1.1 Splenic volume and contraction at low-altitude 

 

In study 1, resting (baseline) splenic volume was 191 ± 50 mL (range: 86 

– 261 mL), and decreased by 16% following A1, by 23% following A2 and by 

22% following A3 (p < 0.01). Five minutes of recovery resulted in similar 

splenic volume as compared with pre-apnea baseline values (p = 0.299). The 

apnea-induced contraction across all apneas correlated with resting volume 

(rs = −0.625, p = 0.006). 

4.1.1.2 Apnea-induced HR reduction at low-altitude 

 

In study 1, the HR was reduced during each apnea (mean HR reduction) 

for A1: 11 ± 12%, for A2: 13 ± 14%, and for A3: 10 ± 13% (p < 0.001), which 

reached pre-apnea baseline values between each apnea and varied between 

−34 and +20%. The apnea-induced HR reduction during A1 was the only 

variable retained in the logistic regression model, and revealed an odds ratio 

of 1.146 ([CI 1.01–1.30]; p = 0.034). Showing that individuals with more 

pronounced HR reduction are 1.146 times (14.6%) more likely to end up in the 

low LLQ group, i.e., develop a median LLQ score of 12 or less, than ending 

up in the high LLQ group. 
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4.2 Splenic Volume and Contraction (Study 2-5) 

4.2.1 Splenic volume, contraction and Hb responses at low-altitude in 

elite climbers (Study 2) 

4.2.1.1 Resting splenic volume  

 

In study 2, resting splenic volume at 1400 masl was larger in the 

climbers compared with the trekkers (367 ± 182 mL vs. 228 ± 70 mL, p = 0.022, 

ES = 1.01; [95% CI 0.13–1.82], Figure 10A).  

 

 

 
Figure 10. (A) Splenic volume (mL) change from baseline in response to two apneas (nadir A1-

A2) with two minutes interval and five minutes of recovery and (B) splenic contraction (absolute 

change from baseline, mL) during the two apneas (A1-A2) in trekkers (n=12) and climbers (n=12). 

p-values for differences between groups are shown above columns. *** indicates p < 0.01 and ** 

p < 0.05 from baseline.  

4.2.1.2 Apnea-induced splenic and Hb responses 

 

Apnea-induced splenic contractions occurred following both apneas in 

climbers and trekkers (p < 0.01), and was greater in magnitude for the climbers 

compared with the trekkers (A1: p = 0.023, ES = 1 [95% CI 0.12–1.81], A2: p = 

0.033, ES = 0.94 [95% CI 0.06–1.74], Figure 10B). Five minutes of recovery 

resulted in similar splenic volume as pre-apnea values in the climbers (p = 

0.095), but in the trekkers, splenic volume had increased, but not reached pre-

apnea values (p = 0.04). In the climbers, Hb increased across three apneas, 

from baseline Hb of 147.9 ± 13.1 to 153.3 ± 11.3 g L−1 (by 3.7%, p = 0.024, ES = 

0.5 [ 95% CI -1.6 to 0.7]) immediately after A3 (N = 6). Following 10 minutes 

of recovery, Hb was still elevated at 153.2 ± 11.1 (p = 0.045; ES = 0.5 [95% CI -

1.6 to 0.7]) compared with pre-apnea values. 
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4.2.2 Splenic volume and contraction at low-altitude in indigenous 

high-altitude Sherpa (Study 3) 

4.2.2.1 Resting splenic volume  

 

In study 3, resting splenic volume at 1400 masl was 198 ± 56 mL in 

Sherpa-high and 159 ± 35 in Sherpa-low (p = 0.047, ES = 0.75 [0.15–1.61]), and 

129 ± 22 mL in Nepalese-low (p < 0.001 compared with Sherpa-high, ES = 1.43 

[0.57–2.3], p = 0.046 compared with Sherpa-low, ES = 1.07 [0.0–2.0], Figure 

11A).  

 

 
Figure 11. (A) Resting (baseline) splenic volume and (B) splenic contraction (absolute change 

from baseline, mL) in three groups: Sherpas living high (n = 21), Sherpas living low (n = 7), and 

Nepalese lowlanders (n = 10), at low-altitude. ***indicates p < 0.001 and *indicates p < 0.05 

between groups. 

4.2.2.2 Apnea-induced splenic contraction 

 

Splenic volume was reduced in all three groups following the apnea 

series (p < 0.05). The apnea-induced splenic contraction, across the three 

apneas, were similar between Sherpa-high (52 ± 28 mL, 27 ± 11%) and Sherpa-

low (46 ± 14 mL, 28 ± 7%, p = 0.49, ES = 0.24 [- 0.62–1.09]), but greater in both 

Sherpa groups compared with the Nepalese-low (11 ± 6 mL, 15 ± 5%, p < 0.001 

compared with Sherpa-high, ES = 1.74, [0.83–2.55]; p < 0.001 compared with 

Sherpa-low, ES = 3.47 [1.82–4.76], Figure 11B). Following five minutes of 

recovery splenic volume had reached baseline pre-apnea values in Sherpa-

low and Nepalese-low (p > 0.05), but not in Sherpa-high (p < 0.05). The apnea-

induced splenic contraction was positively correlated with resting splenic 

volume across all groups (rs = 0.814; p < 0.001).  
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4.2.3 Splenic volume, contraction and Hb response at high-altitude in 

non-acclimatized lowlanders (Study 4) 

4.2.3.1 Altitude-induced splenic and Hb response during ascent 

 

In study 4, resting splenic volume was 140 ± 41 mL (range: 78–220 mL) 

at 1400 masl and decreased by -14.3% (-15.2 mL [95% CI −22.05 to −8.29%]) per 

1000 m of ascent between 1400 and 5160 masl (p = 0.038, Figure 12A). The 

differences remained after correcting for participants height and weight. 

Baseline Hb was 125 ± 17 g L−1 at 1400 masl and increased by 7.3 g L−1 with 

each 1000 m of ascent (p < 0.001, Figure 12B) and correlated negatively with 

baseline splenic volume during ascent (rrm = −0.521, p = 0.006). In addition, 

splenic volume during ascent correlated positively with apnea-induced 

contraction (rrm = 0.751, p < 0.001) and baseline SpO2 (rrm = 0.504, p = 0.006) 

across all altitude locations. Similarly, splenic volume at 1400 masl correlated 

positively with altitude-induced contraction at 3440 (r = 0.897, p = 0.001), at 

4240 (r = 0.876, p = 0.002) and at 5160 masl (r = 0.758, p = 0.018). 

 

 
Figure 12. (A) Resting (baseline) splenic volume (mL) and (B) baseline haemoglobin 

concentration (Hb) at four different locations with ascent: Kathmandu (1400 masl; day 0), Namche 

(3440 masl; day 3), Pheriche (4240 masl; day 7) and Gorak Shep (5160 masl; day 10), in non-

acclimatized native lowlanders (n = 9 for all except for Hb at 5160 masl: n = 7). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 

compared with baseline values at 1400 masl. Circles indicate female data points and diamonds 

indicate male data points. 

4.2.3.2 Apnea-induced splenic and Hb responses during ascent 

 

In study 4, splenic volume decreased after each apnea at all altitude 

locations (p < 0.01), and after five minutes of recovery, the volume had 

recovered to pre-apnea values at all altitudes (p > 0.05). Hb did not increase 
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in response to apnea at any altitude location (p > 0.05). Ten minutes following 

the apneas at 1400 and at 4240 masl, Hb values were similar as pre-apnea 

values (p > 0.05), but at 3440 masl, Hb had increased (p = 0.003) compared 

with pre-apnea values. Apnea-induced CaO2 was unchanged at 1400 and at 

3440 masl (p > 0.05), but increased significantly at 4240 masl (p = 0.025, ES = 

0.9 [−0.1 to 1.8]) and did not correlate with LLQ score during ascent (p = 0.537). 

 

4.2.4 Splenic volume, contraction and Hb responses in elite biathletes 

(Study 5) 

4.2.4.1 Resting splenic volume and Hb  

 

In study 5, resting splenic volume was larger in the athletes (214 ± 56 

mL [1.2 ± 0.3 mL cm-1]) compared with the controls (157 ± 39 mL [0.9 ± 0.2 mL 

cm-1], p = 0.008, ES 1.2, 95% CI [0.3–2.0], Figure 13A), while baseline Hb was 

similar between groups (p = 0.666). Resting splenic volume correlated 

positively with training volume when combining both groups (n = 22: rs = 

0.573, p = 0.005) and for the athletes (n = 10: rs = 0.714, p = 0.020), but not for 

the controls (n = 12: rs = 0.021, p = 0.947). 

 

 
Figure 13. Estimation plot of effect size (ES, Cohen’s d) between athletes (n = 12) and controls (n 

= 12) for (A) resting (baseline) splenic volume (mL) and (B) splenic contraction (absolute change 

from baseline, mL) in response to one maximal apnea. Both groups are plotted on the left y-axis 

with individual controls marked by filled red circles (women) and filled blue circles (men) and 

athletes by filled red circles (women) and filled blue circles (men). The ES, depicted as a closed 

black circle with error bars, is plotted on a floating axis on the right with its bootstrap sampling 

distribution. 
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4.2.4.2 Apnea-induced splenic and Hb responses 

 

In study 5, splenic volume was reduced in response to maximal apnea 

in both athletes (21 ± 6%, p < 0.001) and controls (18 ± 9%, p < 0.001). The 

apnea-induced splenic contraction was greater in the athletes (46 ± 20 mL [0.3 

± 0.1 mL cm-1]) compared with the controls (30 ± 16 mL [0.2 ± 0.1 mL cm-1], p 

= 0.035, ES = 0.9, 95% CI [0.0–1.7], Figure 13B). Hb increased by 4.5 ± 5% (6.3 ± 

7 g L-1) compared with baseline values in response to maximal apnea in the 

athletes (p = 0.029, ES 0.7, 95% CI [0.1 to 1.5], Figure 14), which was also greater 

compared with controls (by 7.3 ± 2 g L-1, p = 0.006, ES = 1.4, 95% CI [0.5–2.3]). 

By contrast, the control group exhibited no apnea-induced Hb increase (p > 

0.05, ES 0.1, 95% CI [0.74 to 0.86]). Five minutes following the apnea, splenic 

volume and Hb had returned to pre-apnea baseline values in both groups (p 

> 0.05). Resting splenic volume correlated positively with apnea-induced 

contraction when combining groups (n = 24: r = 0.759, p < 0.001) and in each 

group separately (n = 12 controls: r = 0.728, p = 0.007; n = 12 athletes: r = 0.676, 

p = 0.016).  
 

 

 
Figure 14. Estimation plot of effect size (ES, Cohen’s d) between athletes (n = 12) and controls (n 

= 12) for haemoglobin concentration (Hb) response (absolute change from baseline, g/L) in 

response to one maximal apnea. Both groups are plotted on the left y-axis with individual 

controls marked by filled red circles (women) and filled blue circles (men) and athletes by filled 

red circles (women) and filled blue circles (men). The ES, depicted as a closed black circle with 

error bars, is plotted on a floating axis on the right with its bootstrap sampling distribution. 
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4.2.4.3 Exercise-induced splenic and Hb responses 

 

In study 5, splenic volume was reduced by 34 ± 14% in response to 

exercise in the athletes (by 73 ± 31 mL, p < 0.001, ES = 1.4, 95% CI [0.45– 2.2], 

with simultaneous Hb increase by 11.2 ± 3.7% (by 15.9 g L-1, p < 0.001, ES 1.9, 

95% CI [0.9–2.8]). Splenic volume and Hb did not return to baseline after 5 

minutes of rest (p < 0.05). The magnitude of the exercise-induced splenic 

contraction and Hb increase was greater than the apnea-induced responses (p 

< 0.01)  

 

Resting splenic volume tended to correlate with 𝑉̇  O2max (r = 0.584, p = 

0.059) and correlated significantly with minute ventilation attained during the 

TT (r = 0.605, p = 0.049). The exercise-induced splenic volume was positively 

correlated with resting splenic volume (r = 0.837, p = 0.001) and with apnea-

induced splenic volume (r = 0.848, p < 0.001). There was also a positive 

correlation between exercise-induced Hb elevation and resting splenic 

volume (r = 0.650, p = 0.022). In contrast, no correlation existed between TT 

time and resting splenic volume (rs = 0.410, p = 0.210) or relative splenic 

contraction (rs = 0.128, p = 0.709). 

 

4.2.5 Overall effect of differences in splenic volume (Study 2,3 & 5) 

 

The meta-analysis showed a large overall effect for the difference in 

splenic volume between altitude-exposed groups: climbers, Sherpa-high and 

Sherpa-low compared with no exposure: trekkers and Nepalese lowlanders 

(Z = 4.59, p < 0.001, ES = 1.19, 95% CI [0.68 – 1.70]. The overall effect remained 

when the biathletes and the untrained control group were added (Z = 5.35, p 

< 0.001, ES = 1.20, 95% CI [0.76 – 1.63], Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Forest plot depicting the strength of the difference (Cohen’s d effect size) in splenic 

volume between groups of long-term exposure to high-altitude (studies 2 and 3) and exercise 

(Study 5) compared with those not regularly exposed to these environments. The bottom filled 

diamond-shaped mark indicates the overall strength of the effect when the single effect sizes are 

combined and shown on a horizontal scale from no influence of exposure to influence of the 

exposure. 

 

4.2.6 Reliability of ultrasonographic splenic volume assessment 

 

The test-retest reliability assessment revealed that baseline splenic 

volume, determined by the “two consecutive maximal measures” method 

displayed high reliability between test 1 and test 2 (ICC = 0.970, p < 0.001), 

similar to averaging all measurements values during baseline measurements 

(ICC = 0.979, p < 0.001, Table 4). The apnea-induced splenic volume also 

displayed high reliability for “two consecutive maximal measures” (ICC = 

0.967, 95% CI [0.894 to 0.990], p < 0.001, CV = 3.14 ± 3.1%), using the Pilström 

equation. In addition, the Pilström equation displayed similar reliability 

compared with the prolate ellipsoid formula for all volume calculation 

methods, whereas the Koga formula displayed slightly lower reliability (Table 

4). 
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4.3 Cardiovascular Diving Response (Study 3-5) 
 

4.3.1 Apnea-induced HR reduction at low-altitude in indigenous Sherpa 

(Study 3) 

 

In study 3, resting HR was lower in Sherpa groups compared with 

Nepalese-low (p < 0.01). The apnea-induced HR reductions were similar 

between Sherpa groups (6–11%, p > 0.05), but greater in Nepalese-low (15–

20%, p < 0.05). Apnea-induced HR during A1 was lower in Sherpa-low (p < 

0.05) and tended to be lower in Sherpa-high (p = 0.085) compared with 

Nepalese-low. There was a substantial individual variation within each group 

(Sherpa-high: -27 to 5%; Sherpa-low: -17 to 15%; and Nepalese-low: -29 to 4%).  

 

Combining Sherpa groups, the average apnea-induced HR reduction, 

across maximal apneas, was negatively associated with both apnea-induced 

splenic contraction (r = -0.497, p = 0.005) and resting splenic volume (r = -0.430, 

p = 0.018).  

 

4.3.2 Apnea-induced HR response at high-altitude in non-acclimatized 

lowlanders (Study 4) 

 

In study 4, resting HR was similar between all altitude locations. 

Apnea-induced HR reduction at 1400 masl was during A1: 4 ± 13% and 5 ± 

14% during A2, which increased with high-altitude ascent at 3440 masl (A1: 

17 ± 11%, p = 0.037, ES = 3.3 [1.7–4.5]; A2: 18 ± 12%, p = 0.094, ES = 3.3 [1.7–4.5]) 

and at 4240 masl (A1: 19 ± 12%, p = 0.027, ES = 3.8 [2.1–5.1]; A2: 25 ± 14%, p = 

0.006, ES = 5.0 [3.0–6.6]). The HR reduction was highly variable between 

individuals for each altitude (range: 1400 masl: −32 to +15%; 3440 masl: −40 to 

+3%; 4240 masl: −3 to −54%). 

 

4.3.3 Apnea-induced HR reduction in elite biathletes (Study 5) 

 

In study 5, resting HR and the apnea-induced HR reduction was similar 

between athletes (HR: 72 ± 8; HR reduction: -18.9 ± 15%) and controls (HR: 77 

± 9, p = 0.224; HR reduction: -9.2 ± 13%, p = 0.104, ES = 0.7 [0.2–1.5]), but the 

athletes’ apnea-induced HR nadir (52 ± 12 beats min-1) tended to be lower 

compared with controls (63 ± 12 beats min-1, p = 0.051, ES = 0.9 [0.0–1.7]).  
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Summary of results: 
 

(1) Resting splenic volume and the diving response at low-altitude were 

negatively associated with LLQ score during ascent to high-altitude in 

lowlanders (Study 1). 

 

(2) Resting splenic volume at low-altitude was larger and the apnea-induced 

splenic contraction greater in elite climbers summiting Mt Everest compared 

with recreational trekkers (Study 2). 

 

(3) Resting splenic volume at low-altitude was larger in Sherpa residing at high-

altitude than in Sherpa who had relocated to low-altitude. Resting splenic 

volume at low-altitude was smaller in Nepalese lowlanders than in both 

Sherpa groups (Study 3). 

 

(4) The apnea-induced splenic contraction at low-altitude was similar between 

Sherpa groups residing at high- and low-altitude, but greater in both Sherpa 

groups compared with the Nepalese lowlanders (Study 3). 

 

(5) The diving response at low-altitude was similar between Sherpa groups, but 

more pronounced in the lowlanders (Study 3). 

 

(6) Resting splenic volume decreased by ~14% per 1000 m of ascent at high-

altitude, between 1400 and 5160 masl, in lowlanders. This tonic splenic 

contraction was associated with baseline Hb and apnea-induced splenic 

contraction throughout ascent to high-altitude (Study 4). 

 

(7) The diving response increased in magnitude during ascent to high-altitude in 

lowlanders (Study 4). 

 

(8) Resting splenic volume, the apnea-induced splenic contraction and Hb 

elevation at low-altitude, were greater in elite biathletes compared with 

untrained individuals (Study 5). 

 

(9) The diving response was similar between elite biathletes and untrained 

individuals (Study 5).  
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Connection Between Physiological Responses to 

Apneic Diving and High-altitude 
 

5.1.1 The cardiovascular diving response and high-altitude tolerance 

 

The results presented in this thesis show that human physiological 

responses to apneic diving are associated with physiological responses to 

high-altitude exposure. The observed association between the diving 

response and AMS symptoms in non-acclimatized lowlanders suggests that a 

powerful diving response, which is known to conserve O2 and characterizes 

successful freedivers (Schagatay & Andersson, 1998; Andersson et al., 2004; 

Andersson et al., 2008), may also be characteristic of lowlanders who are 

tolerant to high-altitude hypoxia. It is conceivable that this response reflects 

efficient cardiovascular adjustments at high-altitude that, similarly as during 

apneic diving, redistributes blood flow to hypoxia sensitive organs, possibly 

involving similar O2-preserving mechanisms. This novel finding provides a 

promising approach for further studies aiming to develop a simple sea-level 

test to predict AMS, which could be applicable to a broader population. The 

fact that the association existed during the time limited apnea, implies, first 

that the HR reduction is comparable between participants and are not 

confounded by other factors associated with breath-hold ability affecting 

apnea duration. Secondly, as the sample only included non-divers who were 

not acclimatized to high-altitude, the study also implies that the bradycardic 

response, was not attributed to apnea training or previous attained altitude 

tolerance but likely reflect an inherent response. The association between a 

stronger diving response and less AMS symptoms is connected with higher 

SaO2 at high-altitude, resulting in maintained O2 availability for the brain and 

the heart.  

 

Individuals with a powerful diving response also exhibit less 

pronounced arterial O2 desaturation at high-altitude. A connection between 

the diving response during apnea and oxygenation at high-altitude agrees 

with previous research using simulated altitude, reporting that individuals 

with a pronounced HR reduction and higher levels of SaO2 during apnea also 

maintained high SaO2 during simulated high-altitude (Starfelt et al., 2018). 
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Therefore, individuals with a powerful diving response during apnea, do not 

only display less arterial O2 desaturation at high-altitude, but as they are less 

hypoxemic they may also develop less AMS symptoms and are thus more 

tolerant to high-altitude hypoxia. A noteworthy observation was that resting 

HR did not correlate with LLQ score; hence, it is the actual magnitude of the 

apnea-induced HR reduction that is relevant in the association with altitude-

induced responses. That the sub-group with less AMS symptoms had ~18% 

HR reduction compared with ~3% in the group with most AMS symptoms, 

further attests to this protective characteristic at high-altitude, mirroring the 

diving response during apnea. While, age, height and weight were similar 

between these two groups, those who developed more symptoms were 

predominantly female and had smaller spleens and lungs. Even though it is 

unclear whether female sex is a potential risk factor for AMS development 

(Richalet et al., 2012; Luks et al., 2017), the smaller lungs could have 

contributed to the lower SpO2 and AMS symptoms of this group. However, a 

connection between diving response and sex is not established. An association 

between AMS symptoms and VC was also observed in study 1. Therefore, 

from our findings, a powerful diving response during apnea, large spleen and 

large lungs are characteristic of altitude tolerant lowlanders, which is similar 

to characteristics of successful freedivers (Schagatay, 2009; Schagatay et al., 

2012). This highlights that altitude tolerance is influenced by multiple factors 

that all, to some extent, contribute in integrative processes that preserves 

arterial O2 saturation, which may mitigate development of AMS symptoms.  

 

The association found in study 1, between AMS symptoms and SpO2 

during incremental ascent to high-altitude, agrees with previous research 

(Roach et al., 1998; Burtscher et al., 2004; Karinen et al., 2010; Karinen et al., 

2012; Oliver et al., 2012; Richalet et al., 2012). Roach et al. (1998) estimated that 

a SaO2 lower than 81% involved increased risk of developing AMS. Similarly, 

Burtscher et al., (2004) revealed that SaO2 values measured 20–30 minutes into 

exposure to normobaric hypoxia (FiO2 = 10-15%) or hypobaric hypoxia (2000-

4500 masl), were on average 5% lower in the group that were considered 

susceptible to AMS. They concluded that SaO2 measured during hypoxic 

exposure is a valid predictor of AMS susceptibility. Perhaps, the most 

ambitious longitudinal field-investigation to date (Richalet et al., 2012) 

observed lower SaO2 and exercise-induced HVR in sensitive individuals out 

of a sample of 1326 participants. While the mechanism responsible for lower 

SaO2 among individuals with AMS is unclear and may depend on several 

factors (Loeppky et al., 2008; Luks et al., 2017), a mechanism relating to 
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impaired vascular function (Bruno et al., 2016) appears consistent with a 

diving response related mechanism, suggested to reflect altitude-induced 

blood flow redistribution. 

 

It is important to note that no clear causality can be inferred between 

the apnea-induced responses and those at high-altitude. Thus, the exact 

mechanism by which the apnea-induced diving bradycardia is associated 

with AMS symptoms cannot be determined from the present study. 

Speculatively, the link may be autonomic regulation via chemoreflex-induced 

sympathetic nervous system activation. It was recently observed that the 

apnea-induced HR reduction was associated with HVR at high-altitude 

(Busch et al., 2018), showing that individuals with a strong diving response 

during apnea also responded with vigorous ventilation at high-altitude. The 

involvement of the chemoreflex in the potentiation of the apnea-induced HR 

reduction and high-altitude-induced responses can be further substantiated 

by the great individual variation associated with responsiveness of the carotid 

bodies (Prabhakar & Semenza, 2015). Great individual variations of the 

chemoreflex at high-altitude then results in a large individual variation of 

HVR (Schoene et al., 1984; Gallagher & Hackett, 2004) and subsequent 

individual variations of rate of acclimatization (Gallagher & Hackett, 2004). 

Similarly, the cardiovascular diving response and in particular the apnea-

induced HR reduction shows substantial individual variation (Alboni et al., 

2011). The diving response is not initiated by peripheral chemoreceptors but 

by cessation of respiration and is augmented by face immersion via 

stimulation of facial cold receptors (Schuitema & Holm, 1988; Foster & Sheel, 

2005). Reductions in PO2 may potentiate the response, however  (Gooden, 

1994). The potentiation of the diving response at low PO2 agrees with results 

of study 4, in which apnea-induced HR reduction was greater at high-altitude 

when initial SpO2 at apnea onset was lower (90.2% at 3440 masl and 87.6% at 

4240 masl). As the apneic durations did not increase, this shows that the 

magnitude of the response is likely influenced by hypoxia. This is also 

supported by previous research, not only observing greater apnea-induced 

HR reduction at high-altitude compared with low-altitude, but also a blunted 

apnea-induced HR reduction following hyperoxic breathing (Busch et al., 

2018). Chemoreflex-induced sympathetic activation may therefore regulate or 

initiate protective responses to hypoxia to some extent, both at high-altitude 

and during apneic diving. 
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Overall, a powerful diving response during apnea may reflect a 

dynamic cardiovascular system at high-altitude, involving a general ability of 

the body to transiently prioritize blood flow to the most important regions of 

the body. During apneic diving, sympathetic activation mediates peripheral 

vasoconstriction (Gooden 1994), resulting in redistributed blood flow away 

from muscle tissues, to hypoxia sensitive organs (Vestergaard & Larsson, 2019; 

Bouten et al., 2020). Similarly, at high-altitude, a redistribution of blood flow 

occurs, associated with elevated cerebral (Ainslie & Subudhi, 2014) and 

myocardial (Jones et al., 1981) blood flows, resulting in less perfused muscles 

(Calbet et al., 2003). This redistribution of blood flow, away from working 

muscles, is a reasonable explanation as to why 𝑉̇  O2max is not normalized 

following acclimatization, most likely because blood flow is directed to 

hypoxia sensitive organs, just as during apnea-induced hypoxia. A 

pronounced apnea-induced diving response may thus reflect that there is also 

an efficient dynamic cardiovascular regulation at high-altitude, possibly 

mediated by sympathetic nervous system activity via chemoreflex activation, 

which would reduce O2 consumption by prioritizing and redistributing blood 

flow. This mechanism could have contributed to the higher SaO2 observed at 

high-altitude in the lowlanders with less AMS symptoms in study 1, and 

thereby be protective against AMS. 

 

5.1.2 The spleen and high-altitude tolerance 

 

The observation that resting splenic volume was associated with AMS 

symptoms shows that individuals with larger spleens may develop less AMS 

symptoms and thus cope better with high-altitude. Therefore, individual 

splenic volume may affect hypoxia tolerance at high-altitude, just as it affects 

apnea performance (Schagatay et al., 2001; Schagatay et al., 2012; Bouten et al., 

2019a). During apneic diving, the splenic contraction results in Hb elevation 

(Schagatay et al., 2001; Baković et al., 2005; Richardson et al., 2005; Schagatay 

et al., 2007), which prolongs apneic duration (Schagatay et al., 2001). Longer 

apneic durations likely result from both enhanced blood O2 storage and 

transport capacity and the enhanced CO2 buffering capacity. The splenic 

function to increase blood gas transportation capacity would also be efficient 

at high-altitude, although the role for buffering CO2 would not be beneficial, 

as CO2 will be low, due to the HVR at high-altitude. The tonic splenic 

contraction during incremental ascent to high-altitude found in study 4, 

which was associated with resting Hb during ascent aids the understanding 

of the underlining mechanism of the association between resting splenic 
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volume and AMS symptoms development. The role to elevate Hb before the 

effects of EPO can raise Hb through erythropoiesis could be important in the 

non-acclimatized lowlander.  

 

However, it needs to be pointed out that there was no association 

between the apnea-induced splenic contraction and AMS symptoms in study 

1. A likely reason for this lack of association is difficult to explain, it could 

possibly involve increased variability of splenic volume in response to apnea. 

Nevertheless, an altitude-induced splenic contraction is not affected by apnea 

and study 4 showed an association between resting splenic size at low-

altitude with the altitude-induced splenic contraction. This may indicate that 

the association between splenic size at low-altitude and AMS symptoms at 

high-altitude in study 1, likely results from an efficient ability to contract the 

spleen at high-altitude. Accordingly, this may suggest that a larger spleen, 

with a greater tonic contraction during high-altitude ascent, and the capacity 

to introduce a larger quantity of RBCs into the systemic circulation, resulting 

in enhanced O2 carrying capacity, may lead to higher CaO2 and consequently 

attenuate the development of AMS. Henceforth, the splenic volume 

reductions at high-altitude will be referred to as tonic contraction, while we 

are aware of potential confounding factors. Indeed, no clear causal link 

between an active tonic splenic contraction and high-altitude induced 

hypoxia can be determined, other factors at high-altitude could have 

influenced the splenic volume reduction. For instance, high-altitude exposure 

is characterized by changes in nitric oxide and plasma volume (West, 2004; 

Beall et al., 2012), both of which may potentially influence splenic volume at 

high-altitude (Toghill & Green, 1972; Engan et al., 2020). 

 

5.1.3 Prediction of acute mountain sickness 

 

The observed associations between the apnea-induced diving response 

and splenic volume at low-altitude with AMS symptoms at high-altitude 

suggest that individual splenic size and the diving response may be markers 

of high-altitude tolerance in lowlanders. The pathophysiology and the 

prediction of individual susceptibility to AMS is currently unclear (West, 

2012b; Luks et al., 2017). While there is substantial evidence of an association 

between AMS and SaO2 at high-altitude, (Roach et al., 1998; Burtscher et al., 

2004; Karinen et al., 2010; Karinen et al., 2012; Oliver et al., 2012; Richalet et al., 

2012), some studies have found no association between these variables (Dyer 

et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2012). Therefore, SaO2 for the prediction of AMS has 
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failed to gain widespread acceptance. Research is also ambiguous in reference 

to HVR, with observed associations between HVR and AMS (Mathew et al., 

1983; Nespoulet et al., 2012; Richalet et al., 2012; Canouï-Poitrine et al., 2014), 

while other researchers have failed to find any association (Milledge et al., 

1991; Hohenhaus et al., 1995; Savourey et al., 1995; Bärtsch et al., 2002). Other 

suggested predictors of AMS have been short apneic duration, dizziness 

during hyperventilation and a severe gag reflex at sea-level (Austin & Sleigh, 

1995). Consequently, the pathophysiology and etiology of the maladaptive 

responses associated with high-altitude hypoxia is not clear and AMS 

susceptibility cannot be accurately predicted at sea-level prior to ascent. 

 

While the hypoxic exercise test seems promising (Richalet et al., 2012; 

Canouï-Poitrine et al., 2014), it requires both a hypoxic chamber or breathing 

mask and the technique and equipment to measure hypoxic ventilatory 

responses while exercising, something that most people have no access to. 

Conversely, this thesis proposes that the diving response and resting splenic 

volume can be used to predict AMS. An apnea test at sea-level, that naturally 

induces hypoxia, could provide a useful method to predict AMS. An apnea 

test is easy-to-use, cost efficient and non-invasive, thereby it targets a broader 

population, and most importantly it can be performed at sea-level before 

departure. This is especially important in first time mountaineers and athletes 

who train and compete at high-altitude, who have no prior experience of 

high-altitude exposure and thus, are unaware of their own AMS susceptibility. 

By measuring splenic volume, HR responses and possibly SpO2 during apnea, 

individual AMS susceptibility could be determined. However, the predictive 

value from the logistic regression in study 1 was low. Hence, more research is 

required in order to increase the predictive value, and to determine whether 

other factors should be included in the model, for development of a useful 

predictive test. 

5.2 The Spleen at High-altitude and During Exercise 

 

5.2.1 Splenic volume and contraction in different groups 

 

The results from this thesis show that elite high-altitude climbers and 

indigenous high-altitude Sherpa, groups that are regularly exposed to 

hypoxia, have both increased splenic volume and contraction compared with 

groups not regularly exposed to high-altitude. They appear to benefit from 
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splenic function, as a dynamic RBC reservoir that allows regulation of 

circulating Hb at high-altitude, similarly as this function previously has been 

shown to be important during apneic diving (Schagatay et al., 2001; Schagatay 

et al., 2012; Bouten et al., 2019a; Elia et al., 2021b). In addition, the results also 

show that endurance athletes are characterized by larger spleens and apnea-

induced splenic contraction compared with untrained individuals. An 

overview of the progression of study 1-5 relating to splenic function is shown 

in Figure 16. The question whether enhanced splenic volume and contraction 

is inherent or achieved by the frequent exposure to hypoxia or exercise is 

addressed – there is likely an aspect of both influences. This is most clearly 

demonstrated in study 3, wherein three groups were compared, resulting in 

a progressively smaller splenic size between Sherpa residing at high-altitude, 

those that had migrated to lower altitude, and Nepalese lowlanders. The 

difference between elite climbers and recreational trekkers in study 2 

suggested that there could be an effect either due to the general fitness of the 

climbers, or from their previous high-altitude exposure, but genetic 

predisposition could not be ruled out. Furthermore, study 5 showed that the 

splenic function also appears to be enhanced in endurance athletes at sea-level, 

indicating that the dynamic RBC function may be involved during exercise as 

well. While enhanced splenic volume in the athletes could be a result of their 

frequent endurance training, genetic predisposition could not be dismissed as 

a possible cause. 
 

The climber’s splenic volumes of 367 ± 182 mL were about 60% larger 

than the trekkers, but comparatively similar as splenic volumes observed in 

competitive freedivers at 336 ± 32 mL (Schagatay et al., 2012). The climbers 

apnea-induced splenic contraction was also substantially greater than the 

trekkers, with a corresponding Hb increase by 3.7%, indicating the utility of 

the contraction in elevating circulating Hb. This demonstrates that elite high-

altitude climbers have enhanced splenic volume and contraction, likely to 

cope with severe high-altitude hypoxia, in addition to other favourable 

physiological characteristics (Bernardi et al., 2006; Puthon et al., 2016). The 

enhanced splenic size and contraction in the Sherpa compared with 

lowlanders, agrees with the greater volume and contraction of the climbers 

compared with trekkers, and is in line with research on experienced freedivers 

(Bakovic et al., 2003; Schagatay et al., 2012; Ilardo et al., 2018). Consequently, 

study 3 shows that enhanced splenic volume and contraction may be yet 

another adaptative response to hypoxia particular to indigenous high-altitude 

Sherpa. Collectively, the findings of study 1–4 indicate that the spleen has a 

role at high-altitude, likely as a dynamic RBC reservoir that regulates 
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circulating Hb and blood viscosity, just as this function previously has been 

found to be important during apneic diving (Schagatay et al., 2001; Bakovic et 

al., 2003; Schagatay et al., 2005; Schagatay et al., 2012; Elia et al., 2021b). 

 
 

 

Figure 16. This figure shows the progression relating to splenic function of the five 

included studies. Findings of study 1 laid the foundation for the subsequent studies. While the 

large spleens in climbers suggested a role of the spleen at high-altitude, the cause of the larger 

spleens of the climbers could not be determined in study 2, it could be ascribed to either genetic 

predisposition or environmental influence, or both. Study 2 could also not clearly differentiate 

between hypoxia and/or exercise as a possible causality relating to a possible environmental-

induced effect. While study 5 showed that exercise may cause splenic enhancements, this study 

could also not differentiate between genetic predisposition and environmental influence. Study 

3, however suggests that both genetic and environmental influence determine human splenic size. 

Taken together studies 1-3 showed that individual splenic size may affect altitude tolerance in 

lowlanders (Study 1), elite high-altitude climbers have enhanced splenic function (Study 2), and 

so do indigenous high-altitude Sherpa (Study 3), indicating that splenic function has a role at 

high-altitude. Study 4 aimed to determine the mechanism that underpin splenic function at high-

altitude. SH = Sherpa-high, SL = Sherpa-low. 
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The splenic volumes of both the biathletes and the control group are in 

the range of normative splenic volumes previously reported (Prassopoulos et 

al., 1997; Chow et al., 2016), but substantially smaller compared with the elite 

climbers. However, the biathlete’s splenic volumes appear to be 

comparatively similar to the Sherpa. This is most likely ascribed to body size 

and the large individual variation associated with individual splenic volumes 

(Prassopoulos et al., 1997; De Odorico et al., 1999; Chow et al., 2016). While 

body size was corrected for within each group, effectively excluding this 

confounding factor, the body size of the Sherpa and Nepalese lowlanders are 

smaller compared with the climbers and trekkers, which may have resulted 

in smaller splenic volumes in Sherpa compared with the other groups. The 

large variation in individual splenic size coupled with lower samples may 

also have affected the between group differences, possibly resulting in 

inconsistencies when attempting to compare absolute splenic volumes across 

studies. Therefore, a matched control group is imperative, to differentiate 

splenic volumes between groups. The groups within each study were 

anthropometrically similar, while Sherpa-high were older and the biathletes 

younger than their matched control. Nonetheless, splenic size appears to be 

unaffected by age (Prassopoulos et al., 1997). The larger spleens in the 

biathletes compared with the untrained control group appears consistent with 

the observations of larger spleens in the climbers, in the Sherpa, and 

experienced freedivers (Schagatay et al., 2012; Ilardo et al., 2018) compared 

with matched control groups, which may indicate that environments where 

splenic contraction is frequently recruited may enlarge the spleen. Results 

from the meta-analysis, showing a large overall effect, further substantiates 

the evidence, indicating that splenic size is enhanced in groups that are 

regularly exposed to high-altitude. This overall effect remained when the elite 

biathletes were included in the analysis model, indicating that both high-

altitude exposure and endurance exercise, environments associated with high 

O2 demands could results in increased splenic size. It can however not be 

ruled out that genetic predisposition is involved to some extent. Nevertheless, 

it cannot be ruled out that other factors may have influenced these splenic 

enhancements associated with high-altitude exposure and endurance exercise. 

For example splenic volume have been reported to be associated with plasma 

volume (Toghill & Green, 1972), and plasma volume is generally greater in 

well-trained athletes (Weight et al., 1991) and Sherpa (Stembridge et al., 2019). 

 

While the magnitude of the apnea-induced splenic contraction relative 

to its baseline volume was similar between the biathletes and untrained 
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individuals, the absolute splenic contraction was greater in the biathletes. The 

same pattern was also observed in study 2, whereby the relative magnitudes 

of the climbers and trekkers were similar but the climbers absolute apnea-

induced splenic contraction was significantly greater. A greater absolute 

splenic contraction and a concomitant greater Hb elevation would have 

greater effect on O2 carrying capacity. The positive correlation between 

resting splenic volume and contraction observed in study 1, 3, 4 and 5, 

indicates that larger spleens have greater absolute splenic contractions 

compared with smaller spleens, which has been observed previously 

(Schagatay et al., 2015). The relative magnitude of the biathlete’s apnea-

induced splenic contraction of 21% is less than the observed values for both 

the climbers and the Sherpa, at an average of ~28%.  

 

The apnea-induced Hb elevation was 4.5% in the biathletes, which 

could likely have increased their O2 carrying capacity, whereas there was no 

change for the control group. The apnea-induced Hb elevation of the 

biathletes is similar to observations in competitive freedivers (Baković et al., 

2005; Richardson et al., 2005). Previous research, comparing Hb elevations in 

response to apnea in competitive freedivers, elite cross-country skiers, and 

untrained non-divers, found that the freedivers had a similar Hb elevation 

compared with the skiers, but greater than the untrained non-divers 

(Richardson et al., 2005). The results by Richardson et al. (2005) is supported 

by the present thesis, and suggests a similar splenic function between elite 

endurance athletes and competitive freedivers.   

5.2.1.1 Factors influencing enhanced splenic volume and contraction  

 

Following up the findings of study 1, the next step was to investigate 

whether the association between splenic size at low-altitude and hypoxia 

tolerance at high-altitude was somehow functionally applicable. Therefore, 

elite high-altitude climbers were specifically recruited because this group is 

regularly exposed to high-altitude and the associated severe hypobaric 

hypoxia, and as a result they were expected to exhibit increased splenic 

volume and contraction. While study 2 revealed that the climbers had larger 

splenic volume and contraction compared with the recreational trekkers, the 

causality of this difference, relating to either the hypoxic stress or increased 

physical activity associated with high-altitude ascent could not be determined. 

While study 2 may not allow an isolation between exercise and hypoxia, study 

4 indicate that the splenic volume reductions during ascent to high-altitude 
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are likely influenced by hypobaric hypoxia, wherein resting SpO2 was 

severely reduced with incremental ascent, and associated with the splenic 

volume reduction during ascent. Similarly as other studies have observed 

splenic contraction in response to hypoxia isolated from exercise (Richardson 

et al., 2008; Lodin-Sundström & Schagatay, 2010). Conclusively, results from 

study 2 and 5 indicate that splenic contraction is induced by both hypoxia and 

exercise, while the relative influence of each stressor on splenic enhancement 

is unclear.  

 

Importantly, it could not be determined in study 2 and 5 whether the 

enhanced splenic volume and contraction of the climbers and the athletes 

resulted from genetic predisposition or exposure-induced effects, or a 

combination of the two. The increased splenic volume and contraction of the 

climbers could imply that large spleens are a prerequisite for climbing high, 

that is, climbers are genetically predisposed enabling them to successfully 

summiting high peaks. Similarly, the greater splenic volume and contraction 

of the biathletes could be attributed to a genetic predisposition associated 

with endurance exercise performance. Larger spleens compared with 

matched controls in professional freedivers, a population which have been 

exposed to intermittent apnea-induced hypoxia for generations, provide an 

argument for a genetic component (Ilardo et al., 2018).  

 

The larger spleens of the climbers compared with the trekkers could 

also be a consequence of repeatedly climbing at high-altitude or simply that 

they are better trained physically. Similarly, the large spleens of the biathletes 

could also imply a long-term effect as their regular endurance training of up 

to ~750 hours per year, is associated with high O2 demand and substantial O2 

deficits (Gløersen et al., 2020). The training likely evokes frequent splenic 

contractions and may subsequently result in increased volume and 

contraction over time. The observed association between the biathletes 

training volume and splenic size in study 5, supports this view.  

 

To address this uncertainty between environmental and genetic 

influence, comparisons were made between two Sherpa groups with similar 

genotypes, but with different environmental exposure, and lowlanders. Even 

though this study cannot directly determine the causality of the enhanced 

splenic volume and contraction in the Sherpa, as we did not measure genetic 

variables directly, the larger spleens in both Sherpa groups compared with 

the native Nepalese lowlanders indirectly supports the likelihood that genetic 
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factors are involved in determining human splenic size. This finding is in 

agreement with the comparative genomic investigation in Bajau freedivers by 

Ilardo et al. (2018). It is highly likely that Sherpa and Bajau may have similar 

benefits from the ability to adjust Hb via splenic contraction to cope with 

hypoxia and regulate blood viscosity, which may be an evolutionary 

adaptation. Further, the similar degree of apnea-induced splenic contraction 

of the Sherpa groups, which was about four times greater compared with the 

lowlanders, indicates that splenic function persists after migration to low-

altitude, which then further suggest a genetic component. However, Ilardo et 

al. (2018) also reported that non-diving Bajau had equally large spleens as 

their active divers and concluded that the difference was not attributable to 

any extent of phenotypic plasticity. The progressively smaller spleens across 

Sherpa-high, Sherpa-low and lowlanders in our study conversely suggests 

that genetic predisposition and environmental exposure both determine 

splenic size. The three groups examined in study 3 were anthropometrically 

similar, except from Sherpa-high that had slightly larger lungs compared with 

the lowlanders. Therefore, the difference in splenic size between Sherpa-low 

and lowlanders is likely due to genetic variation, while the difference between 

Sherpa-high and Sherpa-low is due to environmental exposure. 

 

The natural question arises: what duration is required to achieve 

environmental exposure-induced splenic enhancements? The Sherpa who 

migrated to low-altitude had been residing at these altitudes for at least two 

years, and thereby lost some of their splenic enhancements, but how long is 

required to attain it? In a pioneer study of environmental influence on the 

spleen, splenic contraction was reported to be increased following a successful 

six-week climb to the summit of Mount Everest, while baseline splenic 

volume remained unchanged (Engan et al., 2014). In a follow-up study, both 

splenic volume and contraction had increased following a six-week trek to 

5300 masl (Rodríguez-Zamora et al., 2015). The discrepancy between these 

findings was suggested to relate with the difference in altitude exposure, 

whereby summiting Mount Everest involved exposure to over 7000 masl, 

known as the “death-zone,” resulting in general catabolism and physiological 

deterioration (West, 2006). This physiological deterioration would most likely 

also make splenic growth impossible, whereas exposure to more moderate 

altitude would stimulate both spleen growth and function. In addition, 

observations from long-term apneic diving also display splenic enhancements, 

and indicate a dose-response relationship (Engan et al., 2014; Bouten et al., 

2019a; Elia et al., 2021a). A two-week apnea training intervention consisting 
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of 10 daily maximal static apneas resulted in unchanged baseline splenic 

volume (Engan et al., 2013). Similarly, an apnea training intervention of six 

weeks, consisting of 10 maximal dynamic apneas four times a week, also 

resulted in unchanged baseline splenic volume (Elia et al., 2021a). By contrast, 

Bouten et al. (2019a) were able to detect splenic volume increase in response 

to a 8-week apnea training intervention, consisting of five daily near maximal 

static apneas. This indicates that duration and hypoxic load are likely 

important factors in order to achieve splenic enhancements, whereby possibly 

two months of regular hypoxic stimulation is required to achieve a training 

effect. 

 

An influence of hypoxia exposure is further supported by the 

observations of increased splenic volume and contraction in the most hypoxic 

patients with COPD, whereby patients with SaO2 < 90% had larger spleens 

and also a more pronounced exercise-induced contraction compared with 

patients with > 90% SaO2 (Schagatay et al., 2015). Taken together with the 

above-mentioned studies, this suggest that long-term splenic enhancements 

are determined by an interaction of environmental and genetic factors. 

5.3 Functional Implications 
 

5.3.1 Splenic contraction at high-altitude 

 

The greater splenic volume and contraction observed in the Sherpa 

groups compared with lowlanders and in the elite climbers compared with 

the trekkers, supports the view that the spleen plays a role at high-altitude. 

While study 5 did not indicate any association between the spleen and short-

duration TT performance, the greater splenic volume and contraction in the 

elite biathletes speaks to a role of the spleen during sea-level endurance 

exercise. The spleen likely has a function as a dynamic reservoir of RBC, 

optimizing O2 transportation during various situations involving sympathetic 

activation, such as hypoxia and exercise. 

5.3.1.1 Splenic contraction in lowlanders 

 

Following studies 1-3, we sought to investigate how the spleen 

functions at high-altitude. Study 4 is the first study investigating a possible 

splenic contribution to high-altitude acclimatization during incremental 
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ascent to over 5000 masl. The study showed that baseline splenic volume 

deceased with incremental ascent to high-altitude, with ∼14% per 1000 m of 

ascent, most likely due to a tonic splenic contraction, elevating circulating Hb. 

This finding agrees with findings of study 1, 2 and 3. A tonic splenic 

contraction in non-acclimatized lowlanders with incremental ascent to high-

altitude, may contribute to haematological acclimatization at high-altitude 

thereby preserving CaO2 early in ascent. We can now demonstrate this 

mechanism by which splenic volume decreases during short-term 

incremental ascent to high-altitude in non-acclimatized lowlanders. Resting 

splenic volume at 1400 masl also displayed a strong association with the 

altitude-induced contraction at each altitude location, showing that those 

individuals who exhibit a larger spleen at low-altitude, have greater 

contractions induced by hypoxia during ascent to high-altitude. This 

association between resting splenic volume and altitude-induced splenic 

contraction agrees with splenic responses during apnea, wherein larger 

spleens have greater apnea-induced contractions. This is in-line with findings 

of study 1, 3 and 5, and with previous research (Schagatay et al., 2015). The 

magnitude of the altitude-induced splenic contraction at 5160 masl, was also 

comparatively similar with the apnea-induced splenic contraction at 1400 

masl. In study 4, a negative association between resting splenic volume and 

resting Hb during the ascent was observed. This further strengthens the 

argument of the potential utility of a tonic splenic contraction during ascent 

at high-altitude, namely that as altitude increases, baseline splenic volume 

decreases while expelling RBCs, and subsequently enhancing resting systemic 

Hb, thereby preserving CaO2 and subsequently mitigating AMS symptoms 

development. While the initial raise in Hb, seen during the first few days at 

high-altitude is considered to be primarily a result of reductions in plasma 

volume (Siebenmann et al., 2017), it is conceivable that the tonic splenic 

contraction observed in study 4 contributes to the observed polycythaemia at 

high-altitude, thereby playing a role in the haematological acclimatization 

process during early high-altitude ascent. Accordingly, results of study 4 

agrees with findings of study 1, and aids the understanding of the underlining 

mechanism of the association between resting splenic volume and AMS 

symptoms development.  

 

The tonic splenic contraction with ascent also sheds new insights to the 

underlining mechanism of the climber’s larger spleens. Findings of study 4 

may indicate that elite climbers are exposed to a tonic splenic contraction just 

as non-acclimatized lowlanders. While elite climbers are often non-
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acclimatized prior to a climbing expedition and thus, similarly as recreational 

trekkers, in need of physiological protection against hypoxia and 

maintenance of O2 homeostasis, they differ from the trekkers on two vital 

aspects: the maximal altitude at which the climbers are exposed and the 

regular long-term nature of their altitude exposure. This may indicate that the 

climbers frequently evoke a tonic splenic contraction during incremental 

ascent to high-altitude. Elite climbers might therefore benefit from increased 

splenic volume and a more powerful splenic contraction.  

 

Additionally, aerobic performance deteriorates in lowlanders with 

about 1% per 100 m of ascent (West, 1984; Fulco et al., 1998). Therefore, 

findings of study 2 may further indicate that the Hb increasing function of the 

spleen may be particularly important at high-altitude whereby increased 

workload is superimposed onto the hypoxic stimuli. While, elite climbers are 

exposed to much higher altitudes and substantially more severe hypoxia 

compared with recreational trekkers, the function of the spleen above 5160 

masl cannot be determined from our findings. Even though the statistical 

model of study 4 assumes a linear decrease in splenic volume between 1400 

and 5160 masl, it is plausible that the reductions in splenic volume are 

attenuated with further ascent, to a point where the splenic volume reaches 

its minimum, and can no longer contract during bouts of exercise. At which 

altitude this sealing effect occurs and also to what extent this affects the 

climber remains to be investigated. As climbers have larger spleens compared 

with trekkers, the climbers sealing effect may occur much later. Study 4 also 

demonstrated that an apnea-induced splenic contraction remained during 

ascent to 5160 masl, which suggests that the tonic splenic contraction is partial, 

allowing additional splenic contraction during bouts of exercise. The apnea-

induced splenic contraction was also associated with the tonic contraction 

during ascent, showing that a larger spleen during ascent has greater capacity 

for additional contraction. However, we did not observe any significant 

increases in apnea-induced Hb, except for 10 minutes after apnea at 3440 masl. 

The apnea-induced Hb increase at high-altitude is likely present, only smaller 

and therefore harder to detect in small samples using capillary blood 

sampling. While the apnea-induced Hb was not significantly increased at 

high-altitude, CaO2 did increase in response to apnea at the higher altitudes, 

indicating the influence of the splenic derived Hb increase to enhance O2 

delivery. Study 5 showed that exercise-induced splenic contraction is greater 

than apnea-induced splenic contraction, suggesting that an exercise-induced 

contraction at high-altitude would result in greater Hb elevations compared 
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with an apnea-induced splenic contraction. A recent field research expedition 

to high-altitude, which, similarly, demonstrated a tonic splenic contraction 

with incremental ascent, did also observe exercise-induced splenic 

contractions at high-altitude with concomitant Hb elevations (Schagatay et al., 

2020), further indicating the utility of a partially tonic splenic contraction 

during bouts of exercise at high-altitude.  

 

In contrast to these findings and those of study 4, a recent investigation 

found that splenic volume was unchanged throughout incremental ascent to 

high-altitude, while injection of phenylephrine hydrochloride induced 

splenic contraction during ascent, but hand grip exercise had no effect (Purdy 

et al., 2018). The authors concluded that the spleen does not contribute to the 

acclimatization process at high-altitude. However, there are a number of 

important considerations to acknowledge. First, the investigation by Purdy et 

al. (2018) only conducted spleen measures up to 4240 masl, as opposed to 5160 

masl in the present study. Although the present study demonstrated 

significant reductions in splenic volume at 4240 masl (~33%, day 7), the 

volume decreased further at 5160 masl (~40%, day 10) compared with baseline 

values at 1400 masl (day 0). The greater contraction with ascent can potentially 

influence the ability to make statistical inferences, particularly when assessing 

slope of change. Second, there are also methodological differences, including 

more splenic measurements during a longer rest period in the current 

investigation, and different mathematical equations to estimate splenic 

volume. These seemingly small methodological differences may have had a 

large effect on measurements, as the spleen is highly vascular, causing 

pulsatile changes in volume even in a resting state, leading to high frequency 

changes in splenic volume throughout baseline measurements (Cesta, 2006).  

 

An earlier investigation observed reduced baseline splenic volume 

over the course of six months at a constant altitude of 1750 masl (Sonmez et 

al., 2007). Even though this may be consistent with study 2-4 and previous 

investigations (Richardson et al., 2008; Lodin-Sundström & Schagatay, 2010), 

showing that splenic contraction is induced by hypoxia, a progressive 

decrease in splenic volume over time is contradictory to previous longitudinal 

observations at high-altitude (Engan et al., 2014; Rodríguez-Zamora et al., 

2015), but also in stark contrast to the findings of study 3. If the spleen 

responded with a gradual decrease over time at high-altitude, then the Sherpa 

would also exhibit smaller splenic volumes compared with the native 

Nepalese lowlanders, and the climbers would exhibit smaller spleens 
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compared with the trekkers. In fact, the authors concluded that normal splenic 

volumes of individuals living at high-altitude should be revised (Sonmez et 

al., 2007). The measurement technique of this study however included apnea, 

as a means to avoid movements and obtain clearer ultrasonic images, likely 

unaware that this could affect splenic size. In fact, it supports that spleen 

responsiveness may increase with time at high-altitude (Engan et al., 2014). 

Nevertheless, we can now demonstrate that groups at high-altitude, 

characterized by regular intermittent or continuous long-term exposure to 

hypobaric hypoxia, exhibit splenic enhancements of both volume and 

contraction. 

5.3.1.2 Splenic contraction in Sherpa 

 

While splenic volume is reduced by incremental ascent to high-altitude 

in non-acclimatized lowlanders, this is most likely not the mechanism of the 

Sherpa. It seems functionally unbeneficial for the Sherpa to have a permanent 

altitude-induced tonic splenic contraction throughout their daily lives. 

Instead it appears more beneficial with a blunted tonic splenic contraction to 

hypoxia, allowing greater contractions during bouts of exercise. The Sherpa 

are renowned for their superior exercise capacity at high-altitude, with 

greater 𝑉̇  O2max compared with lowlanders (Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014), 

indicating the ease at which the Sherpa outperform their lowland 

counterparts in hypoxic environments. Accordingly, not only greater splenic 

volume and a greater ability for contraction, but also a blunted response to 

high-altitude hypoxia could be yet another characteristic that have evolved in 

response to generations of exposure to high-altitude hypoxia in the Sherpa. 

The spleen could potentially contribute to O2 homeostasis in the Sherpa by 

facilitating transiently enhanced O2 carrying capacity through the Hb 

elevating contraction on the one hand, and by maintaining a low Hb, thus 

securing low blood viscosity, by sequestrating circulating RBCs in the spleen 

on the other hand. The lower Hb in Tibetans is likely a genetic adaptive 

response (Storz, 2010; Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014), which allows maximal 

utilization of O2 carrying capacity without the detrimental effects of high 

blood viscosity. High blood viscosity results in increased resistance in both 

systemic and pulmonary circulation, resulting in reduced CO and 

subsequently diminished O2 supply to working muscles and thereby reduced 

work capacity (Connes et al., 2012). This lower Hb, and therefore blood 

viscosity, in Tibetan and Sherpa populations has also been linked to their 

higher exercise capacity, through a higher peak 𝑉̇  O2 (Simonson, 2015). Low 
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Hb is also protective against chronic mountain sickness (Vargas & Spielvogel, 

2006), which is practically non-existent in Tibetans and Sherpa (T.-y. Wu, 

2005), while common in the Andean population (Monge, 1942; Ronen et al., 

2014). Therefore, lower Hb demonstrate a unique adaptation in Tibetans and 

Sherpa that moves attention away from high Hb and increased O2 carrying 

capacity per se, to focus instead on an efficient regulation of circulating RBCs 

with associated reduced blood viscosity, which is likely more beneficial. 

Accordingly, the spleen may have a contributing role in the Sherpa’s superior 

exercise capacity at high-altitude, by regulating circulating RBCs between 

demands of elevating O2 carrying capacity during bouts of exercise and 

reducing blood viscosity by sequestrating RBCs in the spleen for storage 

during rest. This requires further research.  

 

5.3.2 Splenic function during sea-level endurance exercise 

 

The larger splenic volume, contraction and Hb response in the elite 

biathletes compared with untrained individuals of study 5, suggests that the 

splenic contraction and the ensuing Hb elevation is involved during human 

exercise performance. Study 5 revealed that maximal exercise resulted in a 

splenic contraction of 34% with an associated Hb elevation by 11%, in 

agreement with previous observations (Sandler et al., 1984; Froelich et al., 

1988; Laub et al., 1993; Wolski, 1999; Stewart et al., 2003; Engan et al., 2014). 

Hb elevations following exercise have previously been considered to 

primarily be due to exercise-induced haemoconcentration, resulting from 

rapid plasma reductions, when fluid shifts from intravascular to extravascular 

compartments (Jacobs et al., 2012). However, observations of splenectomized 

individuals compared with individuals with spleens, show that individuals 

with spleens display greater exercise-induced Hb elevations compared with 

splenectomized individuals (Agostoni et al., 2005). Furthermore, the observed 

Hb increase following the maximal apnea by 4.5% in Study 5, which equalled 

about 40% of the total exercise-induced Hb increase, supports the view that 

the splenic contraction is relevant, by contributing to the exercise-induced Hb 

elevation. The apnea-induced splenic contraction is not a result of 

extravasation of plasma, as the Hb elevation is not accompanied by an 

increase in plasma protein content (Schagatay et al., 2001; Bakovic et al., 2003). 

In addition, study 5 showed that individuals with larger spleens have greater 

exercise-induced Hb elevation compared with those with smaller spleens, 

demonstrating the potential benefit of the splenic-derived Hb increases. As 

splenic contraction contributes to apneic performance (Schagatay et al., 2001; 
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Schagatay et al., 2012), it is conceivable that similar beneficial enhancements 

could be involved during exercise. 

 

While racehorses and dogs exhibit substantial increases in haematocrit 

during exercise that greatly enhances their work capacity (Kunugiyama et al., 

1997; Dane et al., 2006), the practical importance of the human exercise-

induced splenic contraction is less clear. This is mainly due to the fact that the 

human spleen contains less RBC (~10% of total RBCs in the body) compared 

with horses and dogs (~25-50%) (Stewart & McKenzie, 2002). Therefore, the 

effect of the human splenic derived Hb on O2 carrying capacity and endurance 

exercise performance has been questioned. Two recent investigations, found 

no effect on 3- and 4-km cycle TT performance following apneas aimed to 

cause splenic contraction (Sperlich et al., 2015; Bouten et al., 2019b). However, 

Sperlich et al. (2015) used 10 minutes of exercise as a warm-up prior to the 

apnea protocol, which likely resulted in a splenic response at baseline that 

may have abolished possible effects of the ensuing apnea-induced contraction, 

thus their protocol may have been unable to identify the effects of splenic 

contraction. In contrast, Bouten et al. (2019b), observed that apnea-induced 

splenic-derived Hb elevations may expedite 𝑉̇  O2 kinetics. This, coupled with 

the tendency for an association between 𝑉̇  O2max and resting splenic volume in 

study 5, may indicate that the Hb elevation resulting from the contraction in 

strong responders may to some extent enhance their aerobic capacity. While 

the mechanism is unclear, our results speaks to a functional benefit of the 

splenic response to exercise performance at sea-level.  

 

No significant correlations were observed between splenic volume or 

relative exercise-induced splenic contraction and TT time in our study. While 

our results suggest that splenic contraction has no effect on short-distance 

roller-skiing performance, the exercise-induced splenic contraction and 

associated Hb elevation likely contribute to the overall exercise-induced Hb 

elevation. We speculate that a practical application of this function in 

biathletes could be that it could directly provide increased O2 transport 

capacity during exercise bouts, allowing athletes to better meet the substantial 

O2 demand of cross-country skiing via increased 𝑉̇  O2max. On the other hand, 

the spleen could also be of importance as a dynamic erythrocyte’s reservoir, 

sequestering RBC in the spleen at rest or during periods of low intensity to 

reduce blood viscosity. Sequestering RBC in the spleen during low intensity 

exercise could potentially enable biathletes to utilize their maximal O2 

transport capacity without the adverse effects of high blood viscosity. This is 
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similar to the functions suggested for the enhanced splenic volume and 

contraction in Sherpa, as shown in Study 3. The results shown in study 3 and 

5, are that these two groups have larger spleens and splenic contractions than 

other groups. However further research is required to determine whether 

these enhancements are associated with functional benefits, and whether they 

affect performance. 

5.4 The Cardiovascular Diving Response  
 

The finding of study 1, that the cardiovascular diving response was 

associated with AMS symptoms in lowlanders has been discussed in detail, 

together with the association found with splenic volume. In addition, the 

diving response was investigated in studies 3 and 5. Study 3 revealed that the 

apnea-induced HR reduction was similar between Sherpa groups, while it 

was more pronounced in lowlanders. In study 5, elite endurance athletes had 

similar apnea-induced HR responses compared with untrained individuals.  

 

5.4.1 The diving response in Sherpa  

 

Contrary to findings relating to the splenic contraction within these 

groups, which suggested that exposure to high-altitude may enhance splenic 

volume and function, a lower apnea-induced HR reduction was found in 

Sherpa compared with lowlanders. The similar HR responses between Sherpa 

groups indicates that the diving response is influenced by genetic factors, 

which agrees with previous research (Fahlman et al., 2011; Ilardo et al., 2018). 

 

The association of the diving response with hypoxia tolerance in 

lowlanders in study 1 would suggest that similar benefits could be expected 

in the hypoxia tolerant Sherpa in study 3. Their apnea durations were similar 

to the lowlanders, but the apnea-induced HR reductions in the Sherpa-high 

were significantly lower compared with the lowlanders for all three apneas. 

The Sherpas resting HR was also significantly lower than the lowlanders. As 

ethnic freedivers display a more pronounced diving response compared with 

non-divers (Schagatay & Andersson, 1998) and the diving response conserves 

O2 (Andersson et al., 2002; Andersson et al., 2004), it could be speculated that 

also indigenous high-altitude populations, could benefit from a similar 

cardiovascular priority system. It would be logical if they could also 

temporarily direct blood flow to vulnerable tissues during hypoxic stress (e.g., 

during work at high-altitude). Our results are consistent with recent 
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observations of lower apnea-induced HR reduction in Sherpa compared with 

lowlanders at high-altitude (Busch et al., 2018).  

 

The apnea-induced HR reduction and the absolute HR during apnea of 

the lowlanders in study 3 are similar to values of the lowlanders of study 1 

during the time limited apnea, and to those reported in previous studies 

(Schagatay et al., 2005; Elia et al., 2021b). We believe that the greater apnea-

induced HR reduction in lowlanders can potentially be due to differences in 

autonomic regulation, as high-altitude residents exhibit higher 

parasympathetic activation both at rest and during exercise compared with 

lowlanders, which persists after migration to low-altitude (Zhuang et al., 1993; 

Zhuang et al., 2002). The increased vagal tone results in reduced resting HR 

both at sea-level and at high-altitude compared with lowlanders, which could 

explain our results in study 3. As the bradycardia is initiated primarily by 

elevated vagal activity (Gooden, 1994; Panneton & Gan, 2020), this could 

explain why both Sherpa groups developed less pronounced HR reduction 

compared with the lowlanders. Ultimately, with high parasympathetic 

activity, even at rest, the Sherpa may have limited potential to further lower 

their HR during apnea. This may indicate that the Sherpa benefit less from 

this cardiovascular priority system compared with lowlanders during high-

altitude ascent that was revealed in study 1. In study 3, the HR reduction was 

found to be inversely associated with splenic size and splenic contraction 

during apnea, suggesting that individuals with a large spleen may not need 

to activate the diving response. Sherpa are known to have superior O2 

distribution, via modified regional blood flow compared with non-

acclimatized lowlanders (Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2017; Moore, 2017a). Therefore, 

in the high-altitude adapted Sherpa, there may be no need to redirect blood 

flow in a similar way as the non-acclimatized lowlanders of study 1, likely 

due to other more superior means to offset hypoxia through evolutionary 

adaptation.  

 

The greater apnea-induced HR reduction in the lowlanders compared 

with Sherpa-high and Sherpa-low indicate that the diving response is not an 

advantageous feature of genetic high-altitude adaptation. This is consistent 

with previous studies investigating apnea-induced HR responses in rats 

(Fahlman et al., 2011), and suggested to be the case also in humans (Ilardo et 

al., 2018). However, longitudinal studies in freedivers clearly show that there 

are also trainable properties of the cardiovascular diving response, leading to 

a more powerful response with an earlier onset after only two weeks of apnea 
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training (Schagatay et al., 2000; Engan et al., 2013). The enhanced response in 

competitive freedivers also speaks to a training-induced effect. Thus, just as 

indicated for the splenic size and response, both genes and exposure are likely 

involved in determining the magnitude of the human diving response. 

 

5.4.2 The diving response in endurance athletes 

 

The similar degree of apnea-induced HR reduction between the 

biathletes and the control group suggests that the diving response is 

unaffected by long-term endurance exercise. This finding supports earlier 

observations, that level of physical fitness has no effect on the cardiovascular 

diving response (Stromme et al., 1970; Schagatay et al., 2000). The apneic 

durations in the present investigation were also similar between groups.  

 

Elite endurance athletes have a highly efficient cardiovascular system, 

which is reflected by extraordinarily high 𝑉̇  O2max  (Saltin & Astrand, 1967; 

Joyner & Coyle, 2008) that is largely determined by increases in stroke volume, 

resulting in substantial increases CO (Joyner & Coyle, 2008). Because an 

efficient diving response is considered to involve an efficient cardiovascular 

regulation (Andersson et al., 2008), it could therefore be presumed that the 

superior cardiovascular system of elite endurance athletes compared with 

untrained individuals, would also reflect effective circulatory adjustments of 

the diving response. The ability to prioritize O2 delivery among different 

tissues by selective vasoconstriction would appear to be particularly 

functional in the biathletes. We expected that this could also to some extent 

be reflected in an ability to develop a pronounced diving response. 

Nevertheless, as elite endurance athletes are not often regularly exposed to 

the initiating mechanism of the diving response (apnea or facial cooling) or to 

severe hypoxia, as the non-acclimatized lowlanders in study 1, there is likely 

no reason for the same priority system of blood flow to develop in response 

to their training. Therefore, long-term endurance exercise, despite its 

enhancement of general cardiovascular fitness, likely does not lead to any 

enhancements of the cardiovascular diving response associated with apnea, 

which conforms with the concept of training specificity.  
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6 Methodological Considerations 

Splenic measurements 

 

A challenge with ultrasonography for determining splenic volume is 

the potential measurement error. The test-rest reliability study however, 

demonstrated that our method is associated with high reliability, reflected by 

a low CV (2.98 ± 0.1%) and high ICC (0.970, p < 0.001) between repeated tests. 

Additionally, splenic volumes measured by ultrasound exhibit strong 

correlations with actual splenic volumes measured from cadavers (Loftus et 

al., 1999) and with splenic volumes collected from computed tomography 

scan measures (Lamb et al., 2002). 

 

Heamoglobin concentration measurements 

 

There were no significant apnea-induced Hb increases with splenic 

contraction at high-altitude (Study 4) and in the untrained control group 

(Study 5). As the apnea-induced Hb elevation varies greatly between 

individuals (Richardson et al., 2005), as does resting splenic volume, the fairly 

small sample sizes of the presented studies is a limiting factor. However, in 

research studies in field-work context, it is particularly difficult to include a 

large sample, especially with explicit inclusion criteria (as lowland living 

Sherpa or elite endurance athletes). Another fact is that the effect of voluntary 

apnea on Hb is small, often just ~2–5%, and an individual with an extreme 

value would have a large effect on the overall results. In addition, capillary 

blood samples were used and the accuracy of Hb measures from capillary 

sampling depends on the quality of the sample, which are particularly prone 

to human measurement error, where a poor sample, including over- or 

underfilling the cuvette or not detecting the presence of air bubbles, may lead 

to variations (Neufeld et al., 2002). However, we aimed to minimize this 

measurement error by having the same investigator trained in capillary blood 

sampling obtain all samples for each group. Therefore, a larger sample is 

likely required to detect small Hb changes consistently.  

 

Arterial oxygen saturation measurements at high-altitude 

 

Peripheral O2 saturation was measured by finger pulse oximeter, which 

uses a peripheral perfusion index (Lima & Bakker, 2006). One challenge with 

using pulse oximetry in the field, particularly at high-altitude, is that 
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situations with peripheral vasoconstriction due to hypoxia and cold 

extremities, potentially can influence the accuracy of the data, resulting in 

misinterpretations and overestimations (Luks & Swenson, 2011). Therefore, 

all measurements were conducted indoors, maintaining peripheral skin 

temperatures (Study 1 and 4). In addition, as all participants used the same 

type of pulse oximeter, possible overestimations of SpO2 would occur across 

samples, and likely yield reliable and repeatable recordings. Determination of 

SpO2 at high-altitude may also be difficult due to periodic breathing in non-

acclimatized persons, leading to substantial cyclic variations in the SpO2 

(Tannheimer et al., 2017). Nonetheless, efforts were made in studies 1 and 4 

to reduce any influence of cyclic variations by averaging SpO2 over two to 

four minutes at rest, including approximately three SpO2 fluctuation cycles 

(Tannheimer & Lechner, 2019).  

 

Assessment of genetic influence 

 

Study 3 did not study genes; therefore, our findings may be regarded 

as indirect evidence of genetically determined splenic size in the Sherpa. 

Evidence of genetic adaptation can result from two different sources (Moore, 

2017a). The first being to differentiate a specific phenotype between a 

population which have resided in a particular environment for millennia and 

undergone natural selection, with a population not exposed to this 

environment, hence not exhibiting this natural selection. Second is to identify 

a particular gene or genes in order to show evidence of natural selection on 

that feature. Both of these steps are important in research investigating genetic 

adaptation (Moore, 2017a). Accordingly, the natural next step to follow-up the 

findings of study 3, is to identify the genes that are associated with splenic 

enhancements in the Sherpa. 

 

Measurements of AMS symptoms development 

 

Measurements of AMS symptoms via the LLQ depends solely on 

individual subjective perception of the occurrence and severity of symptoms 

(Roach et al., 1993). While LLQ is a self-reported screening tool that is 

beneficial to communicate participants evaluations of their symptoms in an 

easy-to-use manner, it may also present a limitation and emphasises the 

importance of standardization. While all participants in study 1 and 4, were 

in the same trekking group, hiking together along the same ascent profile, it 

may still be difficult to standardize an exact ascent rate, water and food intake 
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and additional drug use (e.g., ibuprofen to relieve headache), factors which 

may have effects on AMS symptoms development. In addition, AMS is 

associated with several contraindications (e.g. exhaustion, dehydration, 

infection, hangover and migraine), which can all result in some degree of 

headache (Luks et al., 2017). The requirement of headache in the AMS 

diagnosis has been questioned, on the grounds that some individuals may 

develop AMS without any sensations of headache (West, 2011) and a recent 

investigation found high incidence of AMS during ascent to high-altitude, 

using a scoring criterion without headache (Ren et al., 2010). In order to 

minimize any influence of these confounding factors of the AMS diagnosis, 

an accumulated LLQ score throughout ascent was implemented. Therefore, 

no attempts to diagnose for AMS were made, instead AMS symptoms were 

quantified by accumulated LLQ score during ascent.  
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7 Summary and Conclusions 

7.1 Overall Conclusions 

 

The associations between the cardiovascular diving response and 

splenic volume with hypoxia tolerance at high-altitude demonstrate 

previously unknown links between physiological regulations during high-

altitude exposure and apneic diving. Individual splenic volume and the 

magnitude of the apnea-induced HR reduction, characterizing the 

cardiovascular diving response, may be markers of high-altitude tolerance in 

lowlanders. These markers could potentially contribute to further the 

understanding of the large inter-individual differences in susceptibility to, 

and pathophysiology of AMS, which could benefit the prediction of AMS. 

 

From the findings that the cardiovascular diving response during 

apnea and splenic size at low-altitude are negatively associated with AMS 

symptoms at high-altitude, it was concluded that similar protective 

mechanisms are activated in these two environments. The enhancement of 

both diving response and splenic contraction with increasing altitude may 

indicate that individuals without any prior acclimatisation to high-altitude 

somehow benefit from these responses to offset hypoxia in the short-term. The 

casual link between the cardiovascular diving response and high-altitude 

tolerance is less clear, but may indicate that individuals with a pronounced 

diving response during apnea are characterized by having an effective 

cardiovascular priority system also at high-altitude. Therefore, this 

connection may point to a general hypoxia tolerance in individuals with 

powerful diving- and splenic responses. These findings are consistent with 

the unique diving ability of humans compared with other terrestrial 

mammals, and points to a period in human evolution whereby our prehistoric 

ancestors experienced hypoxia. However, in which environment did this trait 

evolve? The selective pressure they were exposed to at the time could have 

been caused in natural environments by either frequent freediving or living 

at high-altitude. It could be that our early ancestors lived on the sea-shore and 

dived in the shallow sea where food was abundant, just like the Bajau people 

do today, facilitating an ability to adapt to high-altitude relatively well. Or did 

our ancestors originally live at high-altitude as the Tibetans and Sherpa do 

today, and is that why we dive so well? Or was endurance running the key to 

developing the splenic Hb regulating ability? Or are these adaptations simply 
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evolved as a result of a complicated and hypoxic human birth process? 

Whichever scenario it was that drove the development of several hypoxia 

protective characteristics, they are still present and beneficial today.  

 

Conclusively, the presence of a general hypoxia tolerance in humans, 

that shares common features between the different environments; high-

altitude and apneic diving is shown in this thesis, and suggests a common 

origin of these responses.  

7.2 Specific Conclusions 

 

7.2.1 Splenic volume and contraction 

 

• Study 1-4 revealed that the spleen has a potential to contract during 

high-altitude exposure in a variety of groups from non-acclimatized 

lowlanders to elite high-altitude climbers to genetically adapted 

highlanders. At high-altitude, the spleen likely acts as a dynamic RBC 

reservoir that regulates circulating Hb, optimizing it between the 

different demands of increased O2 carrying capacity and limiting high 

blood viscosity. 

 

• Study 1 and 4 indicated a short-term effect of splenic contraction 

during incremental ascent to high-altitude in non-acclimatized 

lowlanders. The splenic volume decrease during ascent may attest to a 

tonic splenic contraction, i.e. a sustained contraction over time, which 

likely contributes to haematological acclimatization by elevating 

circulating Hb, before erythropoietic effects occur, thereby enhancing 

O2 carrying capacity. The increased CaO2 early in ascent may 

subsequently result in mitigated AMS symptoms development. 

Accordingly, individual splenic size may affect individual hypoxia 

tolerance in non-acclimatized lowlanders. 

 

• Study 2, 3 and 5 revealed that splenic volume and contraction are 

enhanced in groups characterized by frequent long-term exposure to 

high-altitude and exercise, i.e., elite high-altitude climbers, indigenous 

high-altitude Sherpa and also in elite endurance biathletes, which 

indicates that splenic function is important in situations with high O2 

demands.  
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• Study 3 showed that splenic size and ability to contract varies between 

Sherpa living at high-altitude, Sherpa living at low-altitude, and 

lowlanders from the same region, indicating that these features are 

determined by both genetic and environmental factors.  

 

• Study 5 revealed that splenic contraction occurs during short-duration 

exercise in biathletes, which likely contributes to the overall exercise-

induced hemoconcentration. However, there was no association 

between splenic contraction and short-distance roller-skiing 

performance. 

 

7.2.2 Cardiovascular diving response 

 

• Study 1 indicated that a powerful cardiovascular diving response 

during apnea characterizes hypoxia tolerant lowlanders. We suggest 

that this association reflects a general cardiovascular priority system, 

via shared autonomous regulation, which may temporarily divert 

blood flow to vulnerable tissues during high-altitude hypoxia and 

thereby mitigate AMS. 

 

• Study 4 showed that incremental ascent to high-altitude resulted in a 

progressive increase of the apnea-induced HR reduction, suggesting an 

influence of hypoxia in triggering the diving response. These findings 

may indicate that the putative cardiovascular priority system of 

lowlanders and the associated redistribution of blood flow becomes 

more pronounced with higher altitudes. 

 

• Study 3 showed that the apnea-induced HR reduction is genetically 

less pronounced in Sherpa than in lowlanders, suggesting that the 

Sherpa benefit less from a similar cardiovascular priority system that 

reflected a diving response in lowlanders.  

 

• Study 5 revealed that long-term endurance exercise, despite its 

enhancement of general cardiovascular fitness, does not lead to any 

enhancements of the cardiovascular diving response associated with 

apnea, which conforms with the concept of training specificity. 
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8 Future Directions 

Prediction of acute mountain sickness 

 

The current thesis presents a new approach for future studies aiming 

to predict individual susceptibility to AMS, using an easy-to-use apnea test 

that naturally induces hypoxia. While the present thesis presents associations 

between susceptibility to AMS with the apnea-induced diving response and 

splenic volume, the predictive value was low. Further studies are required to 

improve the design and the procedure of the apnea test and possibly include 

other markers, in order to increase the predictive value. A primary limitation 

of accurately assessing AMS concerns standardization of experimental 

procedures. One reasonable explanation as to why the prediction of AMS is 

still unclear may be due to varying study designs and ascent profiles (i.e., 

varying ascent rates). Future research should aim to improve standardization 

by using a controlled normobaric hypoxia chamber. A normobaric chamber is 

particularly advantageous in developing standardized procedures, where 

multiple AMS assessment systems can be used simultaneously, and 

confounding factors can be controlled more easily and standardized 

measurements are easier to conduct. 

 

High-altitude populations 

 

Indigenous high altitude Sherpa have superior work capacity at high-

altitude compared with lowlanders (Gilbert-Kawai et al., 2014), and our 

results suggest the spleen could influence Sherpas superior work capacity. 

This appears particularly functional given the unique adaptation of low Hb 

and blood viscosity in Sherpa. At present, the relative contribution of the 

splenic contraction on the Sherpa’s exercise capacity at high-altitude is 

unknown, which should be further studied. 

 

It has been proposed that Tibetan, Andeans and Ethiopians have 

different patterns of adaptation to high-altitude (Beall, 2006). Thus, it would 

also be interesting to investigate the presence and function of the splenic 

contraction in other indigenous high-altitude populations. Ethiopians are of 

particular interest to study as their pattern of adaptation include high resting 

SpO2 at high-altitude, similar to lowlanders at sea-level (Beall, 2006). The role 

of the spleen in Andeans, who are characterized with particularly high Hb 
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(Beall, 2006) with an associated high risk of developing chronic mountain 

sickness, would also be of particular interest. 

 

Assessment of genetic influence 

 

A primary finding of the current thesis was that both environmental 

hypoxia at altitude and genetic factors may influence splenic volume. In order 

to further investigate their relative influence, and to identify the specific gene 

or genes associated with splenic enhancements in Sherpa, future research 

should conduct targeted genotype comparisons between Sherpa and native 

lowlanders. Ilardo et al. (2018) discovered that the PDE10A gene may be 

involved in upregulation of splenic volume in the Bajau, and as Sherpa and 

Bajau may share similar benefits of larger spleens, the PDE10A gene would 

be an appropriate candidate gene to evaluate. 

 

Splenic contraction in endurance athletes 

 

In order to evaluate a possible environmental influence on splenic 

volume in response to exercise performance, future research should conduct 

a longitudinal exercise intervention over approximately two to three months, 

including a matched non-training control group, wherein splenic and Hb 

measurements are collected pre- and post-intervention. In addition, as no 

positive effect of the splenic contraction was found in relation to exercise 

performance, pre- and post-testing could preferably also include a maximal 

performance test with and without prior apnea to stimulate splenic 

contraction, in order to further investigate a putative contribution to exercise 

performance. To further investigate whether the splenic derived Hb increase 

affects the total exercise-induced hemoconcentration, measurements of 

plasma proteins could preferably be taken with venous Hb and splenic 

measurements.  
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9 Practical Application 

 

Annually, ~40 million people travel to high-altitude above 2500 masl 

(Roach & Hackett, 2001; Neupane & Swenson, 2017), including non-

acclimatized trekkers, alpine- and cross-country skiers and elite climbers. 

Given that AMS may lead to HAPE and HACE that are potentially life-

threatening conditions, affecting healthy individuals who visit high-altitude 

(Roach et al., 1998), it becomes apparent that there are a great number of 

people who are potentially exposed to these life-threatening conditions each 

year throughout the world, posing a paramount health concern. By assessing 

individual high-altitude tolerance in these groups, particularly 

unexperienced newcomers, risks can be minimized, thereby reducing 

incidence of severe problems, subsequently limiting fatality rates, which 

could have substantial health benefits.  
 

The current thesis proposes that an apnea test could be used at sea-level 

before departure to high-altitude, to identify those who will develop AMS at 

high-altitude. For the non-acclimatized lowlanders, this information about 

individual AMS susceptibility is particularly valuable when choosing an 

appropriate ascent profile, and individuals with a lower diving response and 

a small spleen would be advised to take a slower ascent profile for full 

acclimatization to occur.  

 

For alpine skiers, biathletes and cross-country skiers, who conduct 

some of their training and competitions at high-altitude, trainers and coaches 

could possibly use information regarding individual hypoxia tolerance in 

order to individualize training programs for high-altitude training camps and 

to plan and prepare for competitions. The test could likely represent a safe 

and easy-to-use preventive strategy, aiming to reduce AMS incidence. The 

proposed test can roughly identify individuals as “sensitive”, “intermediate” 

or “tolerant” to high-altitude, based on only a few variables. However, more 

research is required in order to improve the predictive value of the model 

before it can be implemented. 
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